WHAT WE HEARD REPORT
Land Use Bylaw Survey

Wednesday August 15, 2018

ABOUT THE PROJECT
Cochrane is one of the fastest growing municipalities in Alberta, and has experienced
considerable growth and development over the past decade. This rapid growth has
presented Cochrane with new and diverse development trends with an ever-increasing
level of complexity.
It is important that Cochrane’s Land Use Bylaw (LUB) meets the land use and
development needs of our residents, while reflecting Cochrane’s unique character.
Cochrane’s current Land Use Bylaw was adopted in 2004. Town Administration initiated
a comprehensive review and re-write to ensure it remains current and effective in
regulating land uses and development within the Town.
Between March 2018 and the end of July, the Town asked Cochranites for their
opinions on the Town in general, their neighbourhoods, their shopping habits and
asked them to look ahead to Cochrane’s future.
The results are summarized here and will guide the next steps of the Land Use Bylaw
review project.
Please note: this report is a summary of the survey results. For verbatim responses,
please see the appendices.
Survey overview:
Total survey respondents: 213
Section 1: Cochrane in general
In this section we asked residents and other stakeholders to give us general feedback
about Cochrane. The results are positive overall when we asked about how things are
today, but diverge significantly when we asked residents to look towards the future.
According to the comments, the anticipated decline of quality of life in the future is
attributed to continuing population growth, residential development and urban sprawl
— all of which put pressure on infrastructure and increase traffic problems.
Common reasons for an anticipated increase in quality of life include the hope that
future infrastructural changes (bridge and road widening) will alleviate traffic issues,
and that future services and amenities will enhance liveability.
In general, what are your favourite things about living in Cochrane?
Top five answers:
1. Small town feeling
2. Landscape/views
3. Proximity to mountains and outdoor pursuits (camping, hiking, fishing,
hunting etc.)
4. Peaceful/quiet
5. Proximity to Calgary
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How would you rate your overall quality of life in Cochrane today?

Overall quality of life in Cochrane
Very Good
Good
Neutral
Poor
Very Poor
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Do you feel the quality of life in Cochrane in the past three years has:

Quality of life in the past three
years
Unsure
Declined
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Looking ahead 5 to 10 years, do you think the quality of life in Cochrane will:

Looking ahead
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Section 2: Your neighbourhood
The questions in this section centered on reasons Cochrane residents chose the
neighbourhoods they live in. We wanted to hear what features and amenities are most
important to people, and what issues might be present.
Why did you choose your neighborhood?
Top five answers:
1. Peaceful/quiet
2. Types of homes available
3. The view
4. Housing affordability
5. Near a pathway
Other answers included size of lots and proximity to community features such as
parks, playgrounds, schools or community services. Others cited proximity to
the highway, the river, their place of work or family or friends, or because they
know their neighbours.
Respondents also commented on the lack of multi-family/high density buildings,
the presence of trees, wildlife, landscaping and rural feel and the easy access to
mountains and Calgary, as well as affordability — good deals within their price
range.
What do you like BEST about your neighborhood?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to services/amenities, downtown, highways
Close to schools
Great views of the mountains
Housing styles and aesthetics
Larger lots, yard space and wide streets
Low traffic
Neighbours and friendly family-oriented, community feeling
Parks, playgrounds, pathways, landscaping and open/greenspace
Peaceful, quiet community

What do you like LEAST about your neighbourhood?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Busy roads and traffic congestion
Crime
Lack of aesthetics/beautification
Lack of bylaw enforcement
Lack of connection to downtown
Lack of municipal services
Lack of off-leash dog parks
Lack of responsible pet ownership: pet waste management, pets off-leash,
noise etc.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large multi-family buildings/high density – concern for loss of privacy and
sunlight,
Limited access in and out of the neighbourhood
Neighbourhood and yard upkeep – clutter/garbage
No stores or other services nearby
No transit
Noise – caused by traffic, trains, industrial operations, construction, pets
Not adhering to traffic laws – speeding, stopping at stop signs and crosswalks
etc.
On-going construction and uncertainty of future development/ growth/plans
Parking
Poor parks, pathways and amenities, including maintenance and access
Small lot size and proximity of houses

Have you experienced issues in your neighbourhood? If so, what are they?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access into and out of the community
Crime – theft, break-ins, vandalism etc.
Drainage
Haven’t experienced any issues/don’t have any issues
Illegal home-based businesses and Airbnbs
Irresponsible pet owners – not picking up waste, off-leash, noise
Lack of bylaw enforcement
Lack of home maintenance and illegal dumping
Lack of snow removal
Large garages and suites
Noise, dust, odors, litter
Public access and improper use (dog park) of environmental reserves next to
homes
Rodents – gophers and voles
Speeding
Traffic congestion and parking problems
Uncertain future development

What would you like to see within a 10-minute walk of your home?
Top five answers:
1. Park
2. Playground
3. Coffee shop
4. Grocery store
5. Pub
Other answers included a school, businesses such as a convenience store, sit-down
restaurant and fast-food establishment, gas station, auto repair shop, drug store,
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fitness studio, liquor store, hardware/home improvement store , bank, retail
shops/boutiques, professional offices such as lawyer or accountant, and personal
services such as esthetics, hair salon, physiotherapy and massage therapy. Others
mentioned off-leash dog parks, natural green spaces and pathways.
Do you think your neighborhood should allow:
Top five answers:
1. Sunrooms
2. Home-based businesses
3. Pergolas
4. Clotheslines
5. Front attached garages
There was also support for allowing day homes, back lanes, accessory suites (in
principal building or above detached garage), garden suites (stand alone in rear
yard) and large detached garages. Fewer than 20 respondents were in support of
allowing digital or electronic signage.
Other comments included concerns surrounding home-based businesses, day
homes, and accessory suites, specifically with respect to parking. There is
significant support for allowing clotheslines, due to them being environmentally
friendly, and some support for backyard chickens.
Section 3: Shopping
The shopping section of the Land Use Bylaw survey is intended to assess current
local shopping habits and desired shopping destinations and features.
Where do you shop in Cochrane?

Where residents shop
The Quarry
Historic Downtown
Fifth Avenue commercial area
A commercial development in one of the
neighbourhoods (Sunset Ridge,Fireside, Heritage Hills)
West Side Drive
I don’t shop in Cochrane
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Some respondents also mentioned shopping in Calgary and online.
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Respondents who indicated they don’t shop in Cochrane, said that the cost of goods,
poor accessibility to shopping destinations, and lack of options are factors.
What do you like about shopping in Cochrane?
Top five answers:
1. Buying local/supporting local business
2. Convenience/easy to get to
3. Ease of access and parking
4. Restaurants
5. Walkability
Other answers included specialty shops, national stores/chains, types of
products/services provided, variety, ease of meeting up with friends, Western
heritage design/theme and bikeability, as well as the amount of unique shopping
options.
What do you dislike about shopping in Cochrane?

Dislikes about shopping in Cochrane
Nothing, I love shopping in Cochrane
Lack of options
Too many chain options
Shopping areas are too far from my home
Inconvenient
Too many small local options
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Other dislikes mentioned were parking and traffic, hours of local businesses, poor
connectivity for walking and biking, and higher prices.
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Can you purchase everything you need in Cochrane?

31%

69%

No

Yes

Section 3: Looking ahead
We asked Cochrane residents and other stakeholders how they see Cochrane in the
future.
Cochrane’s population is growing at 6 to 8% per year. What type of
housing would you prefer to see here?

Preferred housing type*

41%
55%
1%

3%
Primarily low-density

Primarily medium-density

Primarily high-density

Primarily a balanced mix

*Definitions:
Low-density: single-family, semi-detached and duplex
Medium-density: townhome, four-plex
High-density: apartments
Balanced mix: mix of single-family dwellings, semi-detached, townhomes, multi-unit dwellings,
apartments and mixed-use (building with residential and commercial units)

Respondents also mentioned single-family homes with larger lot sizes, an increase
in affordable rental options and a desire to halt residential development.
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What should Cochrane’s top priority going forward?
•
•
•
•
•

Roads and infrastructure to address traffic problems
Transit and increasing connectivity
Slowing residential development
Controlling population growth and maintaining a small-town identity
More environmental consideration and sustainable building practice

What should Cochrane look like in 20+ years?
•
•
•
•

A more well-connected town, with the inclusion of more pathways and a
transit system
Maintain its small-town identity and remain much the same as it is now
Have a greater focus on providing greenspace
More mixed-use development and complete communities

Anything else you would like to mention?
•
•

Need to focus on developing infrastructure to keep up with population growth
Put more value in preserving green spaces and the natural landscape
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APPENDIX A
LAND USE BYLAW REVIEW SURVEY
Section 1: Cochrane in General
Wednesday August 15, 2018

Land Use Bylaw Review Survey
Section 1: Cochrane in General

1. In general, what are your favorite things about living in Cochrane?
PLEASE CHOOSE YOUR TOP 5
Options
Small town feeling
Landscape/views
Proximity to mountains and
outdoor pursuits (camping, hiking,
fishing,hunting etc.)
Peaceful/quiet
Proximity to Calgary
Sense of community
Public services: waste, recycling and
organics collection; recreation
facilities, parks, schools, safety,
healthcare
Proximity to schools
Housing affordability
Affordable (cost of living)
Connection to Western
heritage/culture
Close to family
Weather/climate
Retail and restaurant options
Housing choice
Work/employment opportunities
Housing availability

Other?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Free parking
Ease of getting around
Local events
Proximity to the Bow River
Walking trails
Nearby wildlife
Quiet neighbourhoods
Access to fresh food, farmers markets
Walking paths, parks, green spaces
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156
144
119

109
106
94
43

37
32
31
30
27
16
14
10
9
8

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

Dog park
Sense of community, quiet & peaceful. Love the parks and activities for the kids to
do. Not so busy.
Pathways
Being able to walk to my workplace
Off leash dog walking areas. RCMP and the level of service they provide.
Doesn't seem to have the same number of aggressive and rude drivers as in
Calgary.
Sense of community, quiet & peaceful. Love the parks and activities for the kids to
do. Not so busy.
Sense of community is important to us but I have to say the feeling of community is
dwindling, with people in too big of a hurry and self invested. Two examples being
the number of people driving through crosswalks when pedestrian present and
people walking off leash dogs in subdivision.
Conservative values of small town/rural Alberta. Low population density. Large lots
and green space.
Cochrane is no longer a small Town and has lost all of the small town atmosphere.
Developers now control the Town and they have just ruined it. Town planners have
let them do whatever they want and all the new sub/divisions remind me of ghettos.
Narrow lots, narrow roads and very few nice parks for people to enjoy.. The Town
infrastructure is a joke and the planned new bridge across the Bow will be a bridge
to nowhere. Where is the common sense.
Pathways, recreation centre
Shopping
Though the train goes by my neighbour it does not blow the whistle loud (big plus).
Knowing people in community. Able to walk through Town and see people I know.
Proximity to schools
Walking paths and hiking trails

2. How would you rate your overall quality of life in Cochrane today?
Options
Very Poor
Poor
Neutral
Good
Very Good

7
8
35
106
60

3. Do you feel the quality of life in Cochrane in the past three years has:
Options
Improved
Stayed the same
Declined
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45
63
87

Unsure

25

Why?
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

The pond has been a real problem this spring with the smell from the rotting
vegetation through the storm water system. I am trying to overlook it in the hopes
that it will have changed next year.
New amenities like the pool, more businesses and services.
Loss of green space to housing sprawl
Hard time finding work
Just moved here in August
Pathways, different retail shops.
Traffic
Growing but traffic worse but more activities and businesses
Growth going too fast without the roads etc. being able to keep up
Only moved here 1 year ago.
Increase of retail and restaurant amenities.
Too much multi unit housing and homes stacked on top of each other. Our
landscape is changing and not for the better. Too late to fix it now.
More choices for eating out and the pool being completed.
Traffic is awful and schools are getting crowded.
Too many houses. Not enough roads or other infrastructure
Theft
I have more faith in the new council’s ability to control development properly while
preserving what is important, e.g., green spaces, like the Lions park area. I wish
they had been in place when the pool was developed. So many shortcomings!
Have only lived here 1 year.
Too many people too many cars
Traffic has not improved.
Too crowded. Too busy. Not a small town anymore :(
Better pool offering better swim lesson opportunities for kids
Too busy, not enough infrastructure to support the population but yet not enough
services for residents.
Limited diversity.
We have not lived here for 3 years yet. We have been here for 2. Based on 2 years I
feel that the quality of life has stayed the same.
Only been here for 2 years so unable to accurately answer
The fast pace of growth in Cochrane has diminished my quality of life due to traffic,
construction and the diminishment of the small town feel but the number of
amenities has improved which has improved quality of life
Overpopulation, poor infrastructure from province
Traffic and lack of infrastructure planning. Over building communities with only
single access point.
We have only been living here for just over 3 years.
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o
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4 years in Cochrane from BC. So not sure to compare
Housing getting too high density
More services keep us in Cochrane rather than have us looking going to Calgary.
Traffic problems
Traffic has increased dramatically
No infrastructure, quality of life has declined, too hard to navigate the roadways at
certain times of the day. Built too fast with no forethought to the future!
It has become very cliquey and all that matters to people is what they possess.
Amount of traffic , houses, crime, lost the small town feeling I moved here for.
Went from 15000 people to 27000. Too many for services .
We have only lived here for 2 1/2 years
Although there has been a lot of growth in the past 3 years it hasn't seemed to
overtake the town at this point.
Growing too fast
Traffic has gotten worse, but there are now more amenities. So it evens out.
Too many new house permits approved without infrastructure to support population
growth. No forethought on how to manage population growth and maintain quality
of life.
I’ve only been living here since Aug. 2017
The addition of the new pool at Spray Lakes meant a lot to me.
Lived here less than a year.
Traffic is terrible, too many new communities in the works
Continued growth, infrastructure improvements
People that complain about crazy things, such as how high the snow is piled on
corners and animals (cats). Someone shot a cat with an air gun. That is a sick,
mean person.
Also, the roads haven't kept up with growth. Summer traffic is brutal, with no plan
to improve. 22 and 1a intersection is very poor
Too much growth
Just moved in
Only been a resident for 1 year
The services have improved but traffic is horrible
Excessive development and sub par infrastructure
More amenities which allow us to spend more time in Cochrane without commuting
to Calgary.
Growing too fast and too much road traffic/congestion
Getting crowded on roadways, first world problems
Small lots in new subdivisions.
New pool, better services/amenities
More retail options which is nice but compromised small community feel because of
housing developments and influx of population
There are more amenities available in communities
More reasonable retail outlets, more restaurants
Population growth with same services - traffic congestion, dog park congestion, lost
small town feel
Not much has changed to me
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o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Increased crime and traffic issues
WAY too much development of buildings with zero improvement to the roads.
Ridiculous how this has gotten so out of control. And now we're losing our "small
town" feel :(
I live in Fireside so with the opening of the school as well as the dentist and
pharmacy is a great addition
The increase in population has brought new people and new opportunities for
businesses & friendship. Other small communities I have lived in that had a lower
increase in new residents can have a very insular feeling. Making it hard to make
friends.
Only here the past year, love it. Making lots of friends, getting to know all the
activities to do.
More traffic; the drivers are going at least 20-30 over the limit wherever they drive;
empty promises on needed commercial...we don't need more beer stores and dental
offices or car dealerships (seriously? How many people go to Cochrane to by cars).
How about a grocery store on the south instead?
We just moved here a few months ago
More people
Increased traffic congestion
Improved shopping and services. Decline in roadway planning (lack of) resulting in
traffic jams.
Moved here last summer
Traffic congestion
Increased housing stock not matched by essential infrastructure development
(improved roads/utility provision)
Traffic and 1A noise
Crime, crowded on the roads.
Traffic problems and it is growing too big to quickly and losing its small-town feel
Off leash dog issues that are not being addressed. Physical changes need to be
made to some areas to improve this issue.
Miss the beautiful trails along the Bow river in Calgary. Flat, cleared during all
seasons, lined by old trees and able to escape the roads. Cochrane has nice trails,
but they are limited to summer, all the new development paths are either on the
edge of a ridge or along someone’s backyard or road, no sense of escape or
peacefulness because developers don’t leave any mature trees or buffer between
trail/road/ridge/house.
Can’t bike/walk from Riversong/Willows to amenities. No other option to commute
aside from a vehicle into town.
Only living here since 1 year
Traffic
Massive population growth
Only here the past year, love it. Making lots of friends, getting to know all the
activities to do.
More services available
Has become so busy and congested at certain times and certain areas and new
developments have taken away from natural landscape
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o
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o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o

o
o
o
o

I would actually say it's a bit of decline and a bit of improvement. I feel as though
there is a sense of disconnectedness. But on the flip side the amenities we have
here and the recreational activities for kids are good.
Traffic issues
Too car dependent. Used to bike, walk or take transit in Calgary, now have to drive
everywhere. Limited indoor winter activities for young families. Find we drive to
Calgary or Canmore to get out of the house.
Severe traffic problem
More traffic issues
My expectations continue to be met!!!
It would improve if unleashed dogs & poop not picked up would be addressed.
Infrastructure needs are addressed - slowly.
Some areas of quality of life have declined (increased traffic, noise, unimaginative
chain store developments), while others have made up for it somewhat (a few new
locally-owned independent restaurants, access to Glenbow Ranch)
I like the variety of shops and eating places
With the community growing and the amenities that have come to town, there is
greater convenience, but less community/small town feel
Traffic has gotten worse. Planning of developments in the last 3 years has only just
intensified the traffic condition. No changes have been here done to try and alleviate
traffic. The only one is the stop gap installation of right hand lane in Hwy 1A/22
junction.
Roads can't handle the amount of traffic
Too much traffic, and congestion getting around town.
Planning based on poorly thought out, dogmatic pursuits of big city zoning trends
(ever increasing pursuits of higher density requirements and restricted on site
parking options in residential areas). For example restricting driveway width to
width of garages and no requirement for driveways in garages accessed by alley
ways). Virtually no on site parking in newer subdivisions if garages are used for
work space or storage. Cochrane is a bridge from town-to-country living. We have
multiple vehicles (mostly trucks and SUV’s) RV’s, boats, tools - we love our
independence and being close to nature. That comes with storage needs. The
current communities do not address that need and the older communities are being
penalized by ridiculous driveway and restricted parking pad bylaws (see amended
2015 driveway and parking pad bylaw update).
Outdated zoning bylaws for the option of building smaller single-family homes.
Currently minimum square footage allowed for single family home is around 950
square feet. Smaller (‘tiny home’) trends are making a resurgence and Cochrane
bylaws are not addressing this growing area of demand and demographic of buyers.
Lowering the min allowable single-family square footage would be environmentally
friendly, create affordability and increase curb appeal by maximizing green space on
smaller lots.
Greedy developers and inadequate planning.
Addition of schools, aquatic Center, shopping.
No public transit still.
Noise levels have increased, motorcycles, loud cars and trucks, dogs
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Some things have gotten better. Some worse.
Already starting to feel more crowded since we moved to town in 2014.
Traffic and the failure to complete infrastructure before or during community
development.
Over saturated with high density housing, infrastructure is in dire need of upgrading
to keep up with growth. Communities need more than one way in and one way out
in case of emergencies. More police enforcement.
There’s more retail and restaurants. Hopefully more transit options soon
I feel the home builders are being allowed to build neighborhoods that will not age
well.... narrow streets, houses so close together, unconnected path systems, poor in
and out designs, etc.
The town is becoming congested! I have been here my whole life, and though
tourism is great... it's too busy with new homes and lots of traffic
Traffic congestion; overcrowded schools & oversubscribed kid’s sports programs due
to fast growth of development aimed at young families
Too many people & too much traffic
Poor development plans and traffic.
Sports complex was opened and used by every age.
Moved here 1.5 years ago
With all the residential building permits being approved and in some cases very
high-density development upcoming will put further stress on the movement of
vehicles throughout some of the communities and an already stressed road system
within the towns business area.
Moving away from a downtown core focus to suburb focus
Beautiful community with lots of great amenities.
Too much expansion - too quickly, poorly planned communities, traffic congestion
More development
Too many people moving in too quickly
Love the Quarry. Town/Developers did a great job of making it beautiful AND
connecting it to Historic Downtown
I feel there's signs it's been moving. Changing more towards "big city", lifestyle and
attributes.
More activities - forward thinking ideas.
I've lived here 34 years. It's the place I know best, where I enjoy a support system.
Too much development
The type of people moving into the town, traffic, there’s more crime. The town is
less friendly.
Can’t really say anything as we have been here for only 1.5 years
Traffic and access to healthcare
Too much development and traffic nightmares
The economic climate in Alberta has been difficult for many people and it now
appears the growth over the past 10 years hasn’t been completely thought through.
Haven’t been here 3 years
The new communities are great!
It's a beautiful community
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I built a new home in a new community before roads were completed. Roads are
now complete and the school is open.
Increased traffic and crime
Councillors and mayors of the past have allowed extreme development that is
destroying our Town. If developers wish to develop, they must be required to build
the necessary infrastructure PRIOR to shovel in ground.
Traffic, lack of respect for bylaws
I have only lived here for 1 year.
Rapid growth, too many chain restaurants/stores, traffic
I feel it is better than Calgary in so many ways and WAY better than Airdrie. So
much more community in Cochrane. But overall it has stayed the same the past 3
years....meaning that we LOVED it when we moved here 3 years ago and we STILL
LOVE IT!!!!! Just need help with traffic....haha
Traffic, sprawl loss of natural areas to housing
Just moved in September 2017
Just moved here
Infrastructure has not been addressed to readily meet the needs of the growing
community.
Connectivity could be improved to access the town without the need to drive, and
utilize the highway.
Traffic gridlock in downtown area and highways; accelerated development - seems
like there's a lot of empty commercial space ie: Canadian Tire's previously used
space, etc. Yet we continue to build new mall spaces. How about an inner-city park
instead? Other concerns: Wildlife seems to be getting pushed out, by having wildlife
corridors, the integrity of their migration and movement patterns can be eased deer families often use the same traditional crossing pathways that now intersect
roadways. Is there planning to include the nature-based aspects of the Cochrane
area?
Way too many people have moved here. Its not a traffic issue, council clearly
prioritizes money over the people. Seems that the town has been bought out by
developers and that will continue. All new homes built look like Calgary homes, they
are so close apart you can reach out and touch your neighbours home. Might as well
move to Calgary or Airdrie.
Traffic congestion
Despite election promises, council is still approving new residential projects without
addressing infrastructure issues such as increasing traffic. In fact, upcoming
projects such as Greystone highlight how developers continue to be favored while
input from concerned citizens is largely ignored.
Life is great but someone needs to inform developers to keep the dust down by
dampening roads and cleaning with water, not just brushing which disperses dust
Too rapid growth, chain restaurants/stores, traffic
Busier
Just moved here in May
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4. Looking ahead 5 to 10 years, do you think the quality of life in
Cochrane will:
Options
Improve
Stay the same
Decline
Unsure

74
19
88
37

Why?
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

I am unsure if the Highway 1A/22 construction will pose a problem to traffic. I really
hope the temporary road will suffice. Also, I hear that the second main road out of
Sunset Ridge is a ways off, and in the meantime the traffic by my house keeps
increasing.
The bridge, more businesses and services coming to neighbourhoods.
Town will become too big and lose character
New bridge
There are plans in place to address some traffic issues
Town government is blending with provincial and not good. Town needs clear
boundaries and if someone wants to run for another level of government, should not
be a councillor
I believe that this is a concern for many that will be addressed by town council
More opportunities and growth.
Without thoughtful, strategic stewardship, the growth of Cochrane will start to
outmatch the Town's ability to keep up with it.
Over run by mass housing and dangerous congested highway issues.
It's becoming a city
Development is inevitable because of proximity to Calgary. Getting around is critical.
We need at least some sort of minimal public transportation and better traffic
control on both 22 and 1A. I hope the town doesn’t become too big or part of a
huge urban corridor all the way to Calgary but not sure we can prevent it. I hate to
see the old ranches and farms disappearing and wildlife too.
Continued population growth will take away from the small-town feeling.
Growing is too quick. No infrastructure
Traffic
Continued growth planned without forethought into infrastructure
Growing too fast
Overcrowding and far too spread out.
I only say decline if housing development continues to outpace infrastructure and
traffic flow.
I would like to see more infrastructure projects complete to improve quality of life.
Urban sprawl, increase in traffic and not enough roads to handle growth. It now
takes me 15-20min in rush hour from top of Glen Eagles down the 1a to highway
22. 6-8 years ago it took 5-7 min
Hoping new infrastructure will make things better
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The fast pace of growth and urban sprawl AND the delay in infrastructure to keep up
with the pace
Depends on how much we continue to grow, and how much traffic will be alleviated.
We left Airdrie because it was becoming a zoo, moved into an established
neighbourhood here, please don't let that happen to Cochrane!
More people will come live here but the road infrastructure won't keep up with
growth. Too many cookie cutter developments coming in.
Slow reaction to traffic congestion. The highway intersection is one issue, however
congestion in the new large communities is a huge pit fall of Cochrane. No master
planning, everything is a cookie cutter community.
I hope the quality of life improves. We do need to ensure adequate infrastructure to
maintain growth. I know the traffic is always raised as an issue, but until this is
resolved, quality will decline.
Density and traffic are major issues. Don’t see those being resolved by 2028
Housing too high density and the current road situation can not handle
I have lived in Cochrane for over 20 years. Cochrane is growing at an accelerated
rate and the infrastructure (roads) are not keeping up
Hopefully traffic will get fixed
We are relying on the provincial government to upgrade major interchanges rather
than working on solutions within town
No infrastructure!
As above only going to get worse.
Not enough commercial development, too much residential development to keep
small town feel, not enough focus on infrastructure
I realize that growth is a part of life and is needed I'm very worried that it has not
been planned out with a lot of foresight into Cochrane's problems, the biggest being
traffic. I feel there needs to be a more balanced approach. Meaning that there is
more done on roads and pathways before agreeing to more and more housing
developments.
Unless we significantly increase commercial and industrial development, property
taxes will increase.
Growing too fast
I'd love for it to improve, but there is a lot of growth going on. Unfortunately, all our
main roads are managed by the provincial government so the Town has little they
can do about the road systems that plague us all daily.
If current trends continue with the population explosion over the last 8 years the
town will lose its identity, it is already losing much of its "small town feel". Cap
population until infrastructure catches up and the town comes up with a feasible
growth plan.
Uncontrolled influx of people will destroy country feel as well as business growth for
the sake of filling up the community
Marijuana outlets - good luck - big big mistake
Because it’s a booming community!
I think the people who choose to live here will keep enhancing the community.
With growth the feel will change and some will be upset about that. However, with
growth comes more amenities and options for residents, which is generally what
residents want.
Feel optimistic that the council is listening and working with our needs
More people, same roads, more people going through Cochrane, same roads.
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Too much growth for the infrastructure
Too much building new communities. Let’s keep our small-town feel. That’s why I
moved here!
Intersection at 22 and 1a needs fixing, or things will get worse
Design and planning guidelines mirror Calgary’s. We can’t be unique if we look the
same.
If we ever get a proper commuter!!
It's becoming too big population wise
I’m not sure how the growth will impact what I love about Cochrane
Better traffic flow, i.e., overpass at 1A and Highway 22, bridge connecting River
Song (Riviera) with the downtown area, more services in Riversong
See some good things starting to happen but not sure funding will continue. Will
need to prioritize and spend money on essential town services.
Traffic issues and loss of rodeo grounds
Growth will only exacerbate the existing issues
That's been the trend. The almighty dollar wins out and more construction takes
place regardless of quality.
More amenities opening up
Depends on infrastructure
The addition of the southbow landing will increase the livability of all the southern
communities as well as bringing new opportunities for people to spend their money
in Cochrane rather then always driving to Calgary. The increased tax base and the
increase in commercial opportunities with being more jobs and opportunities for
entrepreneurs. Cochrane has many amazing restaurants that are locally owned and
not chains and we need more opportunities across all categories of business for
people to spend their money locally.
Have to be hopeful that life will only get better!
The above reasons. Maybe I'm out to lunch because I have a family, but something
geared towards better family life would be nice...like decent playgrounds, less dog
parks (those people are stupid and nuts/insanely abusive).
New council, community engagement
Possible new 1A highway
We're no longer a small town. City sizing comes with its own set of challenges and
benefits.
Growing as in more to do
Population growth inherently decreases quality of life with infrastructure falling
behind
No change of pace of population growth; no change of pace of infrastructure
development
Improved highways and noise barriers
Because the attitude will be the same.
Too many developments. We are going to become the next Okotoks and no longer
be a small town with a tight knit feel
Infrastructure not in place to support rapid growth. Not enough park spaces in town.
Small yards/lots contribute to feeling of being cramped.
Feeling of isolation, loneliness, and overall loss of quality of life as development just
suffocates the residents of Riversong. Rivercrest does not add to our
neighbourhood, aside from a school, but lacks accessible green space, parks and flat
pathways, community hubs, and our mountain and green space views.
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Congestion!
Traffic
If it continues to grow this fast, our town will lose its character
Too much development/growth planned, roads and congestion will become
frustrating
Too many decisions being hastily made
Improved infrastructure to support development
I can appreciate that it may be a desirable area for people to move to, but at the
same time, too much expansion of housing is causing problems for infrastructure
and developers seem to have been getting the better end of many deals over the
years. It would be nice to see current council work harder on behalf of residents and
less so on behalf of developers.
I think the rate of growth is adding to the loss of community. And the more we
grow of the decade the less community there will be.
Traffic issues
Big changes need to happen to make this a sustainable community. The focus
seems to be on residential development, with no consideration for paths, parks,
green spaces and community hubs in neighbourhoods. Everyone is forced to the
town centre for everything. Which may isolate people to stay home.
There is nothing in the future to improve traffic flow
Not aware of future plans
Population increase is straining recreational access.
I think I have all I need.
Infrastructure is lacking.
Increased policing, fire services & hopefully 24 hr medical care.
I am optimistic with the new council (in general) that we will be forward-thinking,
imaginative, and progressive in our planning. Developed well, the Tri-Site project
could add to quality of life. I'm also optimistic that transit and increased focus on
encouraging pedestrians and cyclists will take place.
Unless council gets a real long-term vision to maintain control
This council seems to be listening and is committed to building infrastructure that
we badly need. And slowing down house building
Parks, schools and more services will be available in my area. Traffic solutions will
be fixed. and there will be active forms of transportation available to downtown.
Until the infrastructures are fully built and operational things will only keep getting
more congested. I do not see any plan/ timeline as to when this is to take place so
feel quality will just decline.
Because the 22 desperately needs to be widened and it's not going to be
done...right from #1 to 1a highway
Unless traffic concerns are met soon, frustration to get around will continue.
The current town council was elected on a clear mandate of creating less density,
slowing or at least thinking future development out more carefully and solving traffic
issues. It seems at least half the council is not serious about addressing density
issues creatively (or at all) and relying much too heavily on future development to
fund current budgets. Or perhaps these council members are letting town admin
bureaucrats run rough shot over them and not standing up for the mandates they
promised and were elected for. Either way I am now very skeptical about the ability
of our elected officials to preserve the quality of life Cochrane ‘was’ famous for.
More services will be provided. I.e., transportation and 24-hour medical service.
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Some councillors want estate lots, which is a waste of space and money
I can't see the future.
Population is approved to double. Giant mistake.
Decision that take place now will affect this, but will likely decline.
This community was not meant to have this type of population. Just drive the roads
and looks at how traffic moves. It's insane!
Hopefully more businesses will come and more transit options.
Worried about infrastructure issues
Cochrane is losing its smaller town feel, we are a small city that wasn’t prepared for
the growth
Too much housing development too fast- infrastructure can’t keep up
It won't be our small town anymore. City people come & want to make it a city
The town has lost sight of the concept of open spaces and seems intent on covering
every piece of bare land with development.
Housing diversity for low income families and subsidized housing for lower income
may lose out.
Over development and insufficient infrastructure especially in the roads
Decline without a focus on developing the uniqueness of Cochrane and the influence
of western heritage
Quality of life will improve significantly once there are more transportation options
are available so everyone who lives in Cochrane can access services, etc.
The pace of roads and infrastructure will not alleviate the congestion, still multiple
communities in development that are crowded and poorly planned. (Too many
cookie cutter homes, not enough housing variety and green space).
Too much house development and not enough infrastructure to support it. We are
growing too fast to keep up.
Too crowded, too many big box stores.
More people so more parks and pathways. Hopefully busses
Starts to get the "city" life - infrastructure cannot accommodate this
Far too much development, especially high density!
Transportation and traffic will improve
Same as previous response....and I fear it will lose the historic/western small-town
atmosphere/ambiance that drew me to relocate here.
Traffic and road improvements, more cultural things to do
Quality is a personal matter, subjective. I'm 75, so I don't know what my personal
situation will be.
It is going to be just another city
More options for housing, better transportation infrastructure
I like growth, but only with the proper infrastructure
If congestion isn't fixed, it will decline
People in the community are unhappy due to compounding issues and the unrest
will only make positive change more difficult. There is a lack of diversity in
population, residential & commercial space, shopping choices and education options.
Everything is centred on the big box stores in the quarry and little is being invested
in established neighbourhoods. One road access to most communities leads to
isolation and lack of community spirit. Traffic is horrendous because all services are
downtown and there is usually only one way to get where you are going.
Hopefully good leadership with consultation
It will get more populous and I'm not confident that the infrastructure will keep up.
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Sure will
Growth is going to make traffic worse, services likely less efficient and daily errands
more time consuming to do.
Hopefully there is a focus on highway intersection improvements and community
access roads.
Traffic is slowing killing our town.
Existing problems will increase as population increases
Too much approved growth/development- lack of infrastructure to support, poor
leadership/planning
With the traffic plans, overpass and bridge plans, dog parks going in, more schools,
I think it will improve. I just hope that it doesn't become too big and turn into
Airdrie.
Traffic and inability to keep up with growth. Pressure to densify to conform with
Calgary's burgeoning population is going to adversely affect the quality of life here.
What if the first question is what the town is committed to when planning. Nature,
beauty of developments, small town feel and services are most important to me
Better roads, bridges
There are now more councillors and groups that seem to be working more for the
town's residents as have been in the past several years. Maintaining the Western
small town feel, and rejecting the big city/bedroom community feel with high
density and little green space and next to nothing for yards with properties that still
have yards is important. Cochrane as most cities has lost the space for kids to
actually just play and develop, while not being under restricted to organized sports
and programs, something that they used to be able to do in private yards. Then
there are the few homeowners that want nothing to be developed in (or actually
outside of) "their" backyards, ensuring that the few loud-mouthed self-entitled
residents can limit use of public areas; these few need to lose their power over the
town in favour of the majority.
More retail and restaurant options
Better accessibility & connection between communities and downtown (pathways,
etc.)
Growth, highway, transit and infrastructure improvements must come to fruition
I am hopeful the above noted issues will be addressed by this time.
The planning seems hurried and focused on increasing the town's footprint - how
will this be addressed?
The population is too high, too many small and overpriced homes. Fireside looks like
an overpriced ghetto.
It seems the infrastructure plans are 10 years behind
Construction will end- no more dust
So much approved growth/development-lack of infrastructure to support, poor
leadership/planning
Decline, unless highways are widened
Population increase
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Section 2: Your Neighbourhood
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Land Use Bylaw Review Survey
Section 2: Your Neighbourhood

1. Why did you choose your neighborhood?
Options
Peaceful/quiet
Types of homes available
The view
Housing affordability
Near a pathway
Size of lot
Near a park or playground
Proximity to highways
Near the river
Proximity to schools
Proximity to services/amenities
Close to work
Close to family
Close to friends
I know the neighbours
I didn’t choose my neighbourhood

126
110
108
78
77
74
63
59
51
50
27
18
17
8
8
6

Other:
o
o
o
o
o

o
o

o
o

Closer to the mountains.
No development behind so maintaining a rural feel as well as the birds and
animals we see.
House price
Needed a 4 bedroom house quickly
I live on the Riverview golf course. It is not as busy as it used to be because the
owner is doing nothing to promote the business. I am concerned that at some
point it will be redeveloped and my property value will go down because the view
I bought, will become a condo development.
The best rental available at the time within our price range
Found a really good deal in Heartland. Sadly traffic can at times isolate us and
the inability to currently cross the tracks legally to get to the paths and river is a
drawback.
Less traffic congestion on east side of cochrane
Fireside was great for us. Part of town but slightly removed
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No buildings over two stories in my neighbourhood. Not keen on 4 story
apartments built and being built by old Town Hall / KFC site as they block views
and don't have adequate parking / access for vehicles.
Acreage
trees!!
the landscape with no one behind us
Being on an environmental reserve with development not allowed on it was also
important.
Mature trees, diversity of homes/people
Mines great, live just outside of Cochrane. No neighbours.
Can walk to commuter bus stop on Gleneagles Drive
Flexibility for home business.
We had a view when we moved here 3 years ago…the view is gone now just
looking at more houses now.
The reason we chose this neighbourhood was because it was not high density
Close to rodeo grounds.
No light pollution, proximity to mountains
Wide boulevards, spacious yards, established neighbourhood with quick exit to
NW Calgary (Gleneagles)
Easiest to get to Canmore/mountains (I live in Riversong)
Near the off-leash area and not surrounded by high-density housing.

2. What do you like BEST about your neighborhood?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Parks
Park nearby, pathways, walking distance to school, and stores.
The pathways and colourful houses. The way the community association brought
the neighbourhood together in years past.
The view
Sense of community connection
Close to river pathways
secluded
People
Great mix of people in my community from very young to older people. It is
great!
Far from the train noise
The emphasis on outdoor activity for the residents of the community. (ie. parks,
pathways, etc.)
Views of mountains.
Quiet, a bit out of town but close to highway/easy mountain access.
Lot sizes.
Size of yard and garage
Friendly people
Quiet
Backing on to the open space and pathway system
Nice neighbors
Quiet
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Proximity to Mitford, community feel
Easy access to town or highway
Rancheview School
Location - the houses are in bigger lots, no one behind us, alley access
Access to the highway. quiet at my end.
Friendly young families
Its beautiful views and ease to get out of town.
Sense of community and like the housing styles.
Location, amenities, safe
Community feeling. I know almost all of my neighbours. There are lots of kids for
my child to play with and parks to play at
The large lot we have with a newer build home, the view, and close to school
Quiet and new. Looking forward to new businesses
Trees, wider lots, closeness to path/nature, quiet, variety of housing
Quiet, established community
Proximity to river
K-8 School just opened, view of the mountains, easy access off Highway 22 so I
don't need to go through downtown coming home or going to work in Calgary.
Large lots, quiet family oriented area, close to river & off-leash area, view of the
golf course (no one living behind me), low traffic.
Easy access to highway for commute to work in Calgary, and a school in walking
distance
Store, bar and gas up here. Views
Established (not still under construction)
The design of the houses
Still, only just big enough , & not too big yet .
Young neighborhood with kids, park nearby, new school, all new houses
Close to highway. Quiet.
I feel we are really lucky as we have the best neighbours!
Friendly, close to river
15 minutes to my horse
Family friendly, lots of walking paths
Space - not crowded - safe - view
The view!
Smaller, close to high school and future elementary schools if approved
Nice young family neighbourhood
New school, layout, current neighbourhood plan
Peaceful, quiet.
Close to river and pathways
Quiet, family oriented, no through roads
The proximity to pathways and ease of access to the highway
Quiet/peaceful. Uncluttered.
It's a quiet community.
Cul de sac, great for kids. neighbours
Close to playground, affordable and quiet
Large lots and wide streets
It’s small and close to the highway
Older, larger lots
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Quiet as we back onto reserve and great walking paths down to river
It's walking distance to so many places
Quiet, the views, the pathways
Location, neighbours
The sense of community and helpfulness of neighbours
The views and it's established.
Access to highway is very close
The quiet, and the family atmosphere
Now that we live here. It’s the opportunities of the future developments around
us in the south. The new school, shopping and restaurants we all hope will be
available with Southbow Landing.
Everyone is looking out for each other, I enjoy the neighbors. Kids have friends
there.
The kids can walk to the park and many families.
Young families, close to parks
Neighbors
Walking distance to all amenities in Cochrane
Neighbours and open space that allows wildlife to thrive.
Quiet
Gleneagles. Wide streets. Large lots and tons of green space.
Quiet street - backs onto greenspace that is supposed to be non-public
Close to downtown. Can walk everywhere
Close to river
There is spacing in between the houses and larger lots (plus amazing access to
the pathway system)
We know the neighbours on our street. Our kids play together. More space than
some areas in town.
The neighbours are incredible
Friendly, quiet, the view
Quiet
Close to the river, parks, trails
Everyone is looking out for each other, I enjoy the neighbors. Kids have friends
there.
Trees, large lots, ability to walk downtown, numerous entrances/exits
No one directly behind us and natural reserve land
Neighbors
Community participation and events.
We can access a lot within the subdivision... Pathways, school, stores,
restaurant, park... No need to drive some days.
Peaceful quiet
Our neighbours are amazing.
Proximity to main street, quiet
Easy access for us to our subdivision.
Pathways and the view we have from the storm pond.
Minimal traffic, green spaces & western views. Sometimes my neighbors :)
Quality of the houses. Park and pathways.
Close to downtown & church.
Quiet with a nice view.
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Proximity to downtown
Streetscape is not garage doors
Mountain view
Quiet, the final plan is exciting.
Quiet, diverse, view
The views afforded of the mountains
Quiet
The view, and my neighbours.
Large lots. Lots of on-site and street parking. Wide roads. Close to shopping.
Old neighbourhood . Great trees.
Have a sense of community and friendship, if someone needs help we are not
timid of asking for assistance. Also we know majority of our neighbours.
Large lots, wide roads, friendly neighbors
View and school.
Generally quiet
Quiet, proximity to all services
Our neighbours
Low traffic. Backs on the green space/acreage, good neighbours
Community and easy access
Nothing
Peaceful. Close to pathways.
Luckily we picked a quiet street
Lots of small families and nearby playgrounds
Quiet and well maintained.
Large lots, mature trees, views
Quiet, minimal traffic
Quiet and minimal traffic
The View
Neighbours watch out for each other.
That it is a neighbourhood. We know the neighbours and talk to them, instead of
a wave or a nod.
River and path system
Lots of pathways for walking and biking.
Access to green space
Close to hiway
Quiet
House and view.
Location
My neighbours!
Clean, close to amenities but not squashed green.
The view of the mountains
The pathways. The fields still present for dog walking
No one lives behind us
Green space nearby, path system, finite - cannot be further development (I
would hope). Riverview.
Pathways, close to downtown, close to river, close to amenities, lots of trees and
green space
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Next to rodeo grounds, close to downtown core (I can walk everywhere I need to
go. Near pathways to river, etc.)
Being on the river.
The people and location
a) Housing mix
b) Not so much through traffic
c) Smaller community environment
d) Access to path system
e) I know a lot of my neighbors
The view & quiet
Quiet, well kept, lots of pathways, no light pollution
Best views
Close to river and schools
Width of roads, distance between houses, school availability.
Neighbors
Open space
Sense of community
Location
Location
Proximity to park and school
Quiet, wide streets
Peace and quiet, wildlife, mature neighbours
Wonderful sense of community among neighbours.
Mature trees & location
Proximity to Canmore/mountains, great neighbours, quiet neighbourhood, lots of
kids that my kid can play with
Close to downtown
Riviera is beautiful, upscale, and there is NO mixed housing. NO cheap town
homes, apartments or and lane homes.
Lower density, near the river, and off-leash
Housing styles
Small, quiet, feels safe
The views and proximity to the highway and to the mountains
The aesthetics
The trees have become larger, it seems more settled; proximity to river and
pathway system
Spaced out homes, large lots, small population.
Cul de sac, less traffic, ease for kids to play in street, close to paths and river.
Lots are slightly bigger than newer houses making living more peaceful and safer
(i.e. recent fire at Fireside). Also there are fewer traffic issues than those poor
folks in Heartland and Heritage Hills having to deal with the intersection at the
1A and 22.
View, quiet, parks, space, nature
Variety of housing styles, friendly neighbours
Large yards, parks
Great friends and people
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3. What do you like LEAST about your neighbourhood?
o
o

o
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o
o
o
o
o
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Parking
Some of the architectural controls are an issue as I find the four foot fences are
a security risk for dogs getting out and coyotes potentially getting in. There is
no privacy with chain link fences either.
I like pond as it is beautiful, but frustrating that you can't utilize it to skate or
kayak. It would be great to have at least one dry storm pond in the area too
that could be used for recreation such as tobogganing. The pond has also
provided a huge smell this year from the rotting vegetation. I am trying to look
past this in the hopes that it will be different next year.
Lack of amenities and no primary or elementary schools within walking distance.
Further building will spoil it
The roads
Would love to see a school here
No new bridge
Over run with deer
Parking. Can never park in front of my own home due to neighbors not using
their lots, garages or driveways. Would like a permit system.
Only 1 access to our community even though a second access was promised
(bridge) that is now on ‘hold’ again
Further from town/from Calgary
Accessibility in and out of the community is heavily reliant on one access point.
If an incident occurs that blocks the single intersection going in and out of the
community, residents are trapped.
Land use constant change and overcrowded. Renters without any type of
Homeowners Association to control their front porch aesthetic which doesn’t
make our neighborhood very appealing. Isolated from town due to lack of
railroad crossing legally.
Lack of parking and small yards.
It has been rezoned school wise and now my son won't go to the school I
thought he would.
Houses too close
Traffic
Bridge between here and town. Love the river but it is darned inconvenient. I
really hate the highways and wish they went around us.
Crime
Too many young families
There should be more people that are around 50
Traffic congestion
Size of lots. Lack of parking
Lack of a high school for the kids to move up to without taking the bus to the
opposite side of town
Traffic!
All the same few colours. Too much construction dust and speeding.
Density of row housing, rental properties, parking on street jammed, back lane
grading, lack of snow removal
Still under construction
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No transit system or access to the main town, no off-leash area, I need to drive
to get to one.
Too for some services to be provided that are available in newer communities,
e.g. fibre internet
Traffic and road access needs to be improved there is significant lack of egress
out of our neighbourhood and peak traffic times can be painful.
There are no off-leash dog parks close to me. Cochrane until recently has
seemed like a very anti-dog town.
How close houses are together, and chain link, wish we could have wood fence
6ft high, allowing people to plant trees that block other homes views which can
decrease the value of homes.
Construction and people not stopping at stop signs
Condos
The roads are too narrow, not enough parking, bad access across the river
Access in and out
I live in Fireside. I strongly feel the 4 story building has ruined the feel of this
neighborhood. This was not the neighborhood to build this building. Privacy is a
strong concern as I do have balconies overlooking my back yard. Less sunlight
entering into the backyards of houses, increased traffic.
Getting out of it to travel on time to work
Housing high density and traffic
I don't like the risk that the golf course could one day be redeveloped into
Condo's.
Limited amenities (needs a small grocery store)
Traffic when I go to town.
Cracked sidewalks
Having to pay full taxes and not receiving the benefits!
Unleashed dogs and cats!!!!
Only one access road, no amenities
Amount of building programmed for the immediate future.
Too far from the grocery store, only one exit from neighborhood, crime
Heritage [Hills] doesn’t connect with the river, bike trails, no walking access to
downtown.
That there is no crossing over the railway trails to the beautiful pathways along
the river.
Risk of flooding from river
Houses are too close together
Only one access into town of Cochrane
Constant off leash dogs, dogs urinating and defeating on public property
complimented by the constant sound of one of the many dogs in the
neighbourhood barking at seemingly nothing. I lived in Calgary for years and
have never experienced anything like the dog issue here. Town needs more
strict enforcement, now I only speak for Riversong but the problem is ridiculous
and Bylaw demonstrates little to no interest.
Uncertainty of uncontrolled cramped growth around us
Voles
No legal access to the river trails without having to drive to get there.
Need to drive ‘into Cochrane’ to get anything.
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Small lots sizes and narrow streets
No grocery store
Traffic/ inaccessibility due to single lane hwy 22, one bridge and 1A hyw 22
intersection
Cannot actually access pathways and river because of the train tracks
Small backyards and little privacy. Unable to have a clothes line
One road in, one road out.
I live in Bow Ridge & feel that the pending litigation is like a dark cloud hanging
over our community’s head!
Love it all
People running the stop sign on west terrace crescent
Cars parking too close to stop signs and pedestrian crossings
Speed traps by the town
There’s no amenities like a grocery store near by
Train noise
One way in and out of community that becomes unusable in summer on Friday
afternoons to Saturday afternoons (intersection of George fox and hwy22). It's
all the campers heading out for weekends. We are pretty much stuck in our
community and the eventual intersection at 22 and hwy 1A will do nothing to
alleviate the issue on our end :(
Nothing
Depending on traffic accidents there is only one way into town - unless the back
gate gets opened.
Proximity to downtown, lack of services
No off-leash area in walking distance
Rise in crime.
Small yards and close houses
Crime in Cochrane
Access to Heartland. Only one way in and out.
Potential of new development compromising a 20 year-old established
neighborhood
New senior home built in Fireside
Vehicles all parked along the street when there is Lane parking
That we are so far from all amenities and the fact there is one way in one way
out.
Animal poop that no one cleans up.
The drivers that go 60 in the 30 zone then yell at kids because they have to
come to a hard stop when rounding a corner near a crosswalk.
Far from downtown and shopping. No access to walking trails.
Wind
1A highway noise (especially long weekends), could be reduced with lower speed
limit
N/A
A lot of construction
Zero amenities. A simple strip mall and convenience store is all that's missing in
Gleneagles.
Rubbish access/egress (Sunset Ridge) - shocking planning. Public access directly
to the rear of my property for folks to ride bikes, off leash their dogs.
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Noisy due to proximity to 1A
Small park
There is only one exit
The pathways are not finished (in the ravine Sunset) and the area needs to be
connected to town by REAL pathways.
There is no off-leash area yet so dog owners off-leash everywhere. Feces is
everywhere. These off-leash parks SHOULD NEVER BE PLACED NEAR HOMES.
No flat trails. The fear of losing the peacefulness, beautiful views, and the escape
of the city once Rivercrest is developed. No amenities at the moment, aside from
the auto dealerships.
NO access to Cochrane's bike/walking trails
N/A
No waste pickup
Highway noise
Animal poop that no one cleans up.
Traffic that cuts through via Glenbow Drive
The possibility that the land behind will be developed and the natural reserve
land etc. will be lost - even though it is or would be a very dangerous area to
build on as a seriously steep incline/decline in the embankment - would need
huge retaining walls and would totally wreck the area and devalue the property
and all of the surrounding properties
Construction
Housing development standards? Houses are packed in so tight, people don't
have the options to buy many lots with an actual yard for their children to play
in. Parks and pathways are a necessity.
"There are a ton of off leash dogs and people who don't pick up after them. This
is a concern for two reasons. I have a young son and I worry about him being
bit. Also I worry about him stepping in the poop. Secondly, I have a dog we
rescued from our local humane society. Being reactive, we walk her on leash and
don't go to dog parks. It isn't fair that she gets charged by dogs when we are in
leashed areas. Second problem... Which is huge to me... People walk along on
our fence line in an area that is NOT a path. I do not feel my child is safe in my
own backyard. Neighbour's son was approached over the fence.
Would like a better park
Isolated from everything except the car dealerships. Paths aren’t even user
friendly. Have to cross RIVER heights drive or walk down to Riviera to get to a
park. Not safe, or next to impossible with small children/disability.
Too much on street parking & lack of foresight into placement of types of homes.
Traffic during school hours in front of the row house. Somebody will get kill out
there.
Lack of parking & parking planning, not a very high sense of community
ownership & stewardship.
People not keeping their lot free of pallets up against house and adding little
sheds or storage units. I do not like all the parking on Sun Valley Road.
No shopping facilities close.
Empty lot.
Noise from Spray Lakes and highway 1A
Not enough housing options ie small detached homes
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The amount of time it is taking to develop to completion. Parks are the last thing
completed
Lack of beautification
Congestion- why do we build housing areas with roads too narrow and
inadequate number of parking for the houses built. Also in regards to designing
parking areas that can take pick ups so they do not have to park on roads...lack
of forethought and planning.
Getting in and out of Bow Ridge to downtown Cochrane is next to impossible on
Friday afternoon to Sat afternoon because of all the campers and RVs heading
out for the weekend using hwy22.
Coyotes infringing on property so we cannot have pets for fear of attacks.
Potential of increased (and problematic) traffic flow through the area from
unduly high density developments nearby on the verge of being approved. At the
very least poorly thought out adjacent future road infrastructure.
School traffic
Train coming through at night but rarely bothers me
Too many dogs. It seems every family has 2 or 3 dogs and the dog parks and
pathways have been taken over by dogs.
Access limited from Highway 22
Too much dust, too far from town, no public transit
Cars parked on sidewalks, lack of bylaw enforcement, noise levels going up
The complaining about nearly everything by various people that live there.
Mail box locations, town access in only from highway, poor maintenance on blvd
trees and grass
Too busy/traffic
The traffic and noise.
Lack of parking, narrow roads, small front yards
The road in was designed so poorly
The construction traffic speeding around. And how congested it's getting with all
the lots filling in with duplexes.
Nothing comes to mind.
Nothing at all
People drive faster than the posted 30km
Only one entry/ exit
That the developer didn't put weeping tile around the homes, and the town
allowed it to happen.
Crime. Car break ins. Home invasions.
People not looking out for kids, especially when they drive over the speed limit
Lack of services from the town
The speeding in all areas and in particular the playground zones. Until some one
is killed or seriously injured, its a possibility that we may get policing in the
community
Industrial sawmill
Nothing.
No amenities that are convenient, such as gas bar/convenience store.
Only dealership services available
No stores here
No place for local engagement, no local.
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Neighbours
The busy street.
Growing too fast
The drivers do not abide by the speed limit of 30
Noise from highway 22 and traffic! Increased dramatically in last 5 years. And
speeders/volume of traffic on streets.
The traffic noise on Griffin Road
School buses driving on my street.
People parking on the streets!
Train noise
1A Highway & industrial noise
Barking dogs
There is now going to be more houses developed in my view
We are seeing more crime. Housing prices have dipped and some new residents
aren’t as diligent in looking after their property as it used to be.
Lots of construction
Anti-children area, no access to proper playgrounds
Water Drainage
Lack of Town caring about us. Being a bareland condo the Town doesn't do very
much for us and yet our taxes are way too high, considering we pay over $900 in
additional fees above our tax
We have no gas station, corner store, pub or anything else within reasonable
walk-in distance. The golf course is not welcoming to the neighbours. Every
neighbourhood should have a community hub of some kind but Gleneagles does
not have one.
No connection to downtown Cochrane except the 1A
Crime seems to be increasing
That a new giant subdivision is going in right next-door
Townhouses that are built across the alley have renters, which can be loud. Also,
neighbours parking in the alley and obstructing traffic.
Cleanliness of yards not enforced
The amount of leaves that fall in the fall (not really)
Parking and speeding, especially in park zones. Some folks using their homes as
a business.
Unsure about future development plans. Builders or developers don't seem to
stick to original proposals.
No sidewalk
The lack of bylaw enforcement is making the neighbourhood deteriorate. Dog
excrement is excessive. No weed control. Housing density is unrealistic. Glut of
condos and townhomes that are not practical and have not enough parking
spaces for residents. No infrastructure in place to support people who have no
parking available and do not wish to drive a car. Worry that property values will
decrease with developments unsold for many years.
Ugly developments i.e. the fireside seniors residents, the size of the Precedence
and bow river landing developments, light pollution from the Spray lakes rec
centre area developments coming across the river, generally can Cochrane
commit to reducing light pollution?
Noise from traffic
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The number of trucks (gravel trucks mostly) that travel here constantly, but they
have reduced substantially with Burnco moving. And the level of noise from
Spray Lakes at night. Looking forward though, the development of Greystone
and the density and traffic issues will change the neighbourhood for the worse.
We moved back to Cochrane from Calgary when a city grew beyond us, and that
will be the case once again. We will choose to move, but not another
neighbourhood within Cochrane.
Busy road / speeders
Connection to downtown could be better
Rotten path systems that we have been hearing about for 4 years. No safe way
to even get to the farmers market! No shopping as the plaza keeps losing its
shops....there are about 8 shops sitting empty we have to go all the way into
Cochrane for milk and bread ....but oh there is always a damn liquor store.
Please please give us things we can use like a small grocery store, convenience,
restaurant, services
Access, only one way in/out of Sunset
Not enough pathways for running/walking, needs a convenience store
Residential parking is a headache!!! Often have nearby condo owners park their
extra vehicles for months at a time in front of our home. The parking is limited
as it is, and this long-term parking seems to increase the tensions. Yes, I have
had conversations with the car/truck owners but the usual answer is, "We're
allowed to park here as long as we wish to do so." Visitors to my home often
have to park further as it's rare to be able to find parking proximal to my
residence. Couldn't there be a parking duration time limit to ease this situation? I
realize the roads are public and I'm expected to keep the sidewalks snow free,
yet my guests can rarely find parking. How will parking in future condo
developments be managed? Increased traffic noise - not sure what to say about
that. Can I have a clothesline?
Near loud road, too many tourists around.
Train noise, small backyard, access in and out of neighborhood (one way only)
Not much. On occasion there is some noise from the adjacent sawmill.
Lot more traffic, loud cars racing

4. Have you experienced issues in your neighbourhood?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

On-street parking
The loud vehicles from the townhomes has been increasing.
Gravel trucks on neighbourhood roads, people parking in crosswalks near a busy
park that is also a busy school bus stop. The lot size is also too small.
Seems to be a lot of theft. Also, cars "racing" along Sunset Blvd
There seems to be a lot of crime but that seems to decrease
Traffic and parking problems
out of control deer population destroying all the vegetation
Crime response RCMP slow to respond, parking issues (see above)
The bridge access. In my opinion, the roads should be build before a community
is being built and not after. That way a developer also can’t pull out of a deal of
building a bridge after making their money and leave us without the
infrastructure.
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Dust and noise from trucks/construction. Mess from construction
There has been odors from the gas trapped in the storm pond over the winter;
street parking is sometimes hard to find for visitors.
Crime, overcrowding and change to original spec of plans. Overpaid for my
home. Neighboring homes selling for $110k less than I paid. The builder now
offers only mass builder finishes and options leading the neighborhood value to
diminish to accommodate less desirable renters and buyers.
People complain about everything!!! I have no complaints about anything
tangible! :)
A lot of theft.
Lack of parking
Theft
People not picking up dog poop on the river path. Especially at soring melt. And I
wish the town wouldn’t spray with herbicides.
A few vehicle thefts and some access issues with the snowfall this year but that
is to be expected.
People not using the garage or their park pads for parking the cars - there
should be a bylaw for that. I don’t like there are cars parked in front of my house
- what if I would like to park there
Construction
Parking
Problems with cats, neighbor outdoor fire pit too close to our home, flooding
over sidewalk from freeze/thaw cycle if the way the road is. Vehicles ‘burning
donuts’ in parking lot behind our house
Speeding and running stop signs.
Some vehicle break ins, back lane was paved onto my garage concrete as
resulted in flooding this year.
The commercial buildings has taken far too long to build. We would like to have
shops, restaurants, small grocery that we could use.
A 5 story senior center being built directly behind my property, ruining my view,
taking away my sunshine and natural heat, and the construction nightmare that
has been going on for 3 years directly behind me, the constant noise, and dust.
The commercial development that was to be completed in 2015/2016 is still on
going. The absolute slowest construction project I have ever experienced, and
still going on for the third year... just get it done.
Being close to a school often people dropping off or picking up those kids block
my driveway and I can’t leave my house.
Sewer gas smell
People figuring out to drive slow.
Hit and run on our car, smell from the collection ponds, garbage in our yard from
the high school
No immediate plans to fix access to community. Drive times are horrendous. Not
walkable to any amenities.
As I mentioned above, the 4 story building is an issue for many. Also, I look
onto a marsh. Last year, we were told that they would be draining it for 2 days,
the draining lasted several weeks. We need to have better communications in
place.
Tire squeal and speed at the 4 Way stop sign near the Townhall
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Criminal activity
The owner of the golf course sold the driving range so multi-unit housing could
be developed.
Car was gone through in the night in the driveway
Complaint re dog barking"
Unable to leave or return because of construction...
Unleashed dogs and cats
Too much ranting in general
Traffic, building works ongoing , noise and dust , building work trucks , lack of
snow removal.
The neighborhood isn't always friendly, people in Riversong are very petty; lots
of pets running loose around the neighborhood
Stealing of cars and the backing up of the traffic on the 1A Hwy and then those
cars driving around the neighbour looking for a road to take them around the
1A-22 intersection.
No, others have experienced vandalism.
Yes. Cats running free. People speeding. Noisy vehicles.
When there are accidents on highway 22, we have to drive all the way back into
Calgary to get around it.
Dog defacation, dog barking..........constantly
No
Mice and voles and no one doing anything about it.
A few inconsiderate neighbours who don’t clean up after their dogs. I am a dog
owner and clean up my dogs mess as do most here.
Nothing to date.
No real issues
Construction not always a good neighbour
Ppl with 3 dogs attacked me and my 2 dogs. Theirs off leash. When I confronted
them he told me to [explitive]. Changed my neighbourhood for me
Theft
Lack of snow removal
Gabion wall
Theft from vehicles.
Town took away the parks mtce
Property theft
Yes. Getting out of the community is next to impossible in summer on Friday and
Saturday because of weekend camping traffic. Ridiculous!
Loud vehicles without mufflers, fear of bears and cougars while walking down by
the river, dog poop on my front lawn and left in baggies on sidewalks, littering
Increased break ins
Cars broken into, and stolen. Homes broken into.
None
Crime. A lot of theft going on.
Ongoing slumping and poor snow removal.
Construction workers and vehicles not obeying noise bylaws, and parking these
vehicles in no parking zones
Not many but some residents do not park properly at stop signs and crosswalks
that put kids at risk.
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Car theft in the neighborhood.
See above about the stupid drivers yelling at kids.
Vehicle theft
Break ins
High, fast moving traffic in alleyway, next to a park
Car prowling but it has been addressed.
Garbage on the lawns I would say from construction sites
Petty crime has increased.
Uncontrolled public access to non-public areas, specifically the land between my
property and the next development (Sunset Pointe). This area has become a de
facto off leash dog park, which is unfair on homeowners who are not allowed to
take action to either preserve their privacy (hedge/fence) or deter trespassers. A
primary reason for purchasing here was the view, and privacy at the back of my
property - I paid a premium for this, and am taxed accordingly. I expect to get
what I paid for.
Noise. Police arresting someone in my backyard
No
Again, all dog related. Yes we need off-leash areas. But NEVER NEAR HOMES.
And never multi-use as that is a situation where nobody wins. Always fenced,
away from homes, with safety and cleanliness as priorities.
We could also do with a parking rule, something so cars are not dumped on the
street for months. "
Crime is high in the laned neighbourhoods. Speeding along river heights drive,
terrifying when you need to cross with young children to get to a park.
Vandalism, speeding, noise complaints, drug use, fireworks use. Sadly, it's
probably about the same as anywhere.
Speeding
No
Car theft in the neighborhood.
not personally
theft(s) from vehicles, prowlings at night, theft(s) from door-steps
Contractors neglecting speed limits
Nothing that is out of the ordinary. Would have been nice for the Developer to be
held to task on road maintenance since it was not handed over to the Town yet.
"There are a ton of off leash dogs and people who don't pick up after them. This
is a concern for two reasons. I have a young son and I worry about him being
bit. Also I worry about him stepping in the poop. Secondly, I have a dog we
rescued from our local humane society. Being reactive, we walk her on leash and
don't go to dog parks. It isn't fair that she gets charged by dogs when we are in
leashed areas.
Second problem... Which is huge to me... People walk along on our fence line in
an area that is NOT a path (behind sunset view). I do not feel my child is safe in
my own backyard. Neighbour's son was approached over the fence.
No.
no
Yes - theft & prowlers.
No
Yes.
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Access to off leash green spaces.
Parking availability for guests.
Small groups of residents stopping positive projects proposed by majority
residents.
Yes. Dog poop, people not picking up poop. Not enough enforcement of laws by
officers. Town of Cochrane would make a lot of money from fines.
No.
No
Noise (as above) and building of new massive garages with suites
Not me personally, but there seem to be a lot of car thefts or break-ins
Yes - non residence parking on street I live as they cannot park on their street.
This I turn impedes access to my drive way.
Slightly increased crime. (Car break in’s and property theft).
Parking by high school students.
Dogs and irresponsible dog owners and NO ENFORCEMENT
Too must dust and noise from construction, no public transit. lack of parking
(people need to have fewer vehicles)
Cars parked on sidewalks
Complaints about pets (dogs mainly)
car prowling
Safety/break ins
Crime, grid lock traffic.
Too close to neighbours, not enough parking, no place to put snow because of
small/nonexistent front yards
Speeding cars. Parking congestion.
Too many vehicles parked on the street and lack of pride in some of the homes.
None
People driving too fast
Town keeps allowing folks to try and develop land adjacent that was promised to
stay in a bare land state
It's a know fact about drainage issues around the homes in Gleneagles....
Both our cars were broken in to, neighbours tires were slashed, neighbours
garage was robbed, neighbours car was stolen.
snow and ice not being cleared off the corner lots along the road. hazardous to
walk to the bus stop in winter
Smell from chemical treatment at the sawmill
Occasional vandalism
Crime: Vehicle and house break ins
Yes, car prowling and break ins.
No.
Yes! Dogs, dog waste, unsightly waste bins exposure (with bins out 4-5 on
roadway!), lack of bylaw enforcement, dust and gravel - construction
trucks/trades trucks speeding AM & PM. No information for spring cleanup?!
No
No
Yes. The neighbor conducts a full-time business of moving cars and fixing them.
His garage has 4 in there but pays no business license because he has told the
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Town - it's his hobby. Believe me - it is no hobby - he makes a lot of money cars being sold.
Yes. Excess speed/volume of traffic.
No
No
Yes - winter, no snow clearing.
Yes.
Uncertainty about future development
Lack of knowledge of lower east neighborhood by developers and Town of
Cochrane."
People drive too fast
Car break-ins on a regular basis and then they get the garage remote and enter
the house while people are sleeping. It’s all on our community Facebook page.
Heavy construction traffic, early starts for the construction. Fast moving vehicle
and construction vehicle
Noisy vehicles at all times of day, very little law enforcement presence, hit and
run
Lack of snow removal on our public street
People allowing dogs to run off leash in areas where prohibited - leads to our
dogs being attacked
Some theft
Frozen pipes
Neighbours have not been clearing their swale causing backup in our yard.
Car prowlings
Yes, general untidy and cluttered in front of homes
Some paths along Jumping Pound Creek that won't be repaired after the flood.
Lots of crime lately - Gleneagles
Parking and speeding. There seems to be, a lack of police in the area? Never see
a police car or enforcement of bylaws.
No
Extreme dust from trucks moving dirt filling area by river last summer- no
attempt to curb problem after numerous neighbors complained last summer.
Also, speeding traffic on Riviera Way.
Just the day home one. there are some noisy dogs and A LOT of kids who bike
out on the street with no helmets. Otherwise it's great
Air BnB's are operating illegally in condo complexes. No parking or bylaw
enforcement for trailers and trucks that park where not allowed to. People
parking trailers in front yards on grass - not on actual driveways (creating a third
parking spot) which really makes the neighbourhood unattractive. Unfinished
building exteriors which left for years and weather also making neighbourhood
unattractive. ATV's riding through alleys. Cochrane has major wind and we have
experienced major wind damage from the winds which leads us to question the
specifications for exterior wraps. They need to look at the density and
bylaws/building codes regarding structure exteriors after the recent fire, it could
have been much worse if there had been strong winds that night.
No, so far we’re very happy in Riviera however there is still so much
development slated for the area so we’ll see how things expand
Break ins.
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The issues so far have been minor compared to what I can expect in the future
with the bridge and Greystone development.
Speeding in 30 km zone
We have a huge gopher and vole infestation, and no one cares. Everyday we and
our neighbors kill dozens of them...they destroy everything and now they are
eating their way into our garages.... surely the city can do something? Better
plowing service in the winter including our back alleys why go only half way and
stop? Some of us use our alleys all the time. Need more bylaw presence for
people who refuse to pick up dog poo its disgusting and your silly fine of $150 is
ridiculous ...in places like Ontario its $2000, a statement and zero tolerance.
I have not personally experienced issues in our neighborhood.
Besides the above - people who live on the river pathway often dump their tree
branches, grass clippings, potted plant root balls, fireplace charcoal/ash, etc. in
the natural landscape. Kind of sad to see this as it increases non-native plant
encroachment, buries native plant species, looks really bad, but seems to be the
disregard shown by some folks.
High levels of theft and limited privacy.
Traffic jams in front of dual schools at start and end of day.... parents picking up
and dropping off.
Rental neighbours

5. What would you like to see within a 10-minute walk of your home?
Options
Park
Playground
Coffee shop
Grocery store
Pub
School
Convenience store
Sit-down restaurant
Off-leash dog park
Gas station
Drug store
Fitness studio
Liquor store
Personal services (esthetics, hair salon,
physiotherapy, massage therapy
etc.)
Fast-food establishment
Specialized retail shops/boutiques
Bank
Hardware/home improvement store
Professional offices
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101
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88
75
73
60
47
47
41
31
26

25
22
18
15
14

(Lawyer, Accountant, etc.)
Auto repair shop

8
4

Other:
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We have most of the above already. I would also like to have a tennis court,
skating rink, and a skate shack or other small activity building.
Medical clinic, daycare.
No pubs thanks! Public transportation
A restaurant that is gluten free.
Shared office space
Off leash dog park
Childcare
I am fortunate to have what I like in close proximity to where I live.
And I do have most of these!
I have everything I need/want within a 10 minute walk of home.
Definitely do not need more dog parks, this town seems to cater to nothing but
dogs with parks, bag receptacles.........how but some enforcement on them and
charge it back in licencing
I have all the items I checked within walking distance already! I Wouldn’t want
to increase traffic in the neighbourhood anymore than it is now
Health care
Our Bow Ridge park is really needing some new life. My kids are not interested in
going to this park.
Outdoor rink
Long term, larger grocery store with Calgary prices not cochrane prices
Green space and pathways
All of these are already only 10 minutes away. We love it. Just our park is really
old and small so not used by the kids. Improving that would bring kids outside
and using that space again.
we have all of the above!!
It should be impossible to retroactively create off-leash dog parks within existing
developments, as this type of facility was not originally in scope, meaning that
any forced creation of an off-leash will impact the desirability, livability or
neighborhoods. Planning should however be careful to incorporate this type of
facility in all new developments. I am a dog owner, and would love properly
planned and created off leash areas.
Pathways and mature trees to keep the beauty and natural environment of The
foothills.
Library
We have everything we need within a 10 minute walk of our home.
Our convenience store sells expired goods so we don't shop there often.
Bike/walking pathways in nature, not along roads or narrow sidewalks.
We have most of the things listed.
Natural space (not developed into a park)
Everything is close to glenbow
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Actually already have the majority of above except for a proper park.
Public transit stops
More nature green space.
We have no amenities in our neighbourhood which is just fine.
Nothing - no more commercial development
None of above
None of the above....like it that no business are too close.
Our neighborhood has all we need.
We have all the above services required within a 10 min. walk
I live in Glenbow so I have the proximity.
Luckily, I have all these!!!
None of the above
Most services are already pretty close.
Everything is at a good distance now, no need for more brick and mortar. Green
space is what is desirable.
Nothing. It would cause turmoil
Small walkable mall area with coffee shop and/or bistro
Connected pathways which are not dependent on the highways to access. Car
wash at south end of Cochrane
High quality childcare
Pathway system

6. Do you think your neighborhood should allow:
Options
Sunrooms
Home-based businesses
Pergolas
Clotheslines
Front attached garages
Day homes
Back lanes
Accessory suites (in principal building
or above detached garage)
Garden suites (stand alone in rear yard)
Large detached garages (over 24’ x 24’
and/or over 15’ in height)
Digital or electronic signage

139
125
122
121
120
112
91
68
61
42
14

Comments:
o

Large detached garages have their place. I believe this should be on a case by
case basis where a view is not impeded!
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There is not enough parking in my neighbourhood for accessory or garden suites.
My neighbour (2 occupants) has 3 vehicles and does not use his garage. This
leaves us with zero parking in front of our laned house since we moved in four
years ago. The lots are too close together that you cannot park two vehicles in
the street in front of a laned house, so it leaves little space for street parking.
Nothing that creates light pollution please. Would also support chickens ( no
roosters).
I would allow garden suites if all neighbourhoods could have 6ft Wood Fence, or
Vinyl fences. Large detached garages would have to be based on individual
cases. The yard would have to have enough room to make sure it is not
intruding on neighbours views, will not devalue neighbours home value.
Home based business should be allowed as long as it's not disruptive to the
neighbourhood. (i.e. no client traffic, no excessive equipment/vehicles,
construction)
I like how the by-law is written now for detached garages as it gives more
flexibility on what can be done with that space and how it can be used. Especially
keeping in mind that the backyards are often pretty small and there often is not
a lot of storage space in the house being built.
Small lots do not lend themselves to adequate parking to allow for rental suites.
Given the focus on being more environmentally conscious, allowing clothesline’s
only make sense. I’ve never understood a ban like this just to appease those
who don’t want to look at others laundry.
As long as parking and density is considered
Backyard hens!!
I don’t mind secondary suites but there is always a parking issue in communities
so I worry about how that will be affected
Ability to park trailers on property year round
Should also allow year round parking of small trailers and reasonably sized tv's
on private driveways
Especially with our large lots
Generally, people don't purchase homes to be surrounded by businesses of any
sort - density of housing usually means that parking is poorly considered
resulting in streets resembling parking lots. Applies also to parking of trailers,
commercial or recreational.
Suites and businesses should only be allowed if they can put extra parking on
their lot. Street parking should not count. Maybe street parking should be
assigned to the property owner meaning anything more than 12 hours needs to
display a ticket from the property line it is in front of.? Something so cars are
not parked for extended time periods.
No issue with accessory suites, but there is not enough parking for more than 2
vehicles/household in new neighbourhoods. Streets are too narrow for street
parking. Bigger driveways or wider streets.
Our neighborhood has most of the above, a little late to be asking
I don't think there are many yards where you could build a garden suite, but
where it suits, why not. Everything should be on a permitted basis with
guidelines as to where it is and is not ok to build.
Backyard chickens
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I want a classy neighborhood. Not rich but not unkempt, untidy, ghetto type
housing and low standards.
As much personal choice as reasonably possible.
Love clotheslines - I think everyone should be required to have and use one
haha! Garden and accessory suites only if reasonable in size and tastefully done.
Marajuana should be treated the exact same as liquor stores and follow
provincial guidelines and not extras.
Gleneagles is already developed so these don’t apply
Regretfully would not really want any of the above to be allowed if it is not
permitted/ allowed in the LUB.
We must have as much freedom as possible when it comes to control of our
property if you want to foster small local business and services, including flexible
zoning bylaws that allow adaptation to changing demographics (multigenerational homes, elder in-home care etc), passive rental income and living an
independent, self reliant lifestyle (for every age group).
Accessory suites create a serious parking problem as most residents use their
font drive garages as storage sheds and you couldn't even fit a bike into them.
Yes to garage if finished to same spec as house
There are already day homes.
None of the above
With the cost of gas and electric rising it is crazy not to use sun and wind to dry
clothes
All of the above with guidelines. Clotheslines are environmentally friendly, and
people should be able to choose the option.
Accessory suites would be acceptable, provided parking was not an issue.
How are clotheslines even a question in these eco aware times we live in??
Large detached garages completely destroy sightlines; digital/electronic signs
cause light pollution and eye strain. Clothes lines - meh. optional if you have a
big yard.
All of above, except for front attached garages and major signage (except on
first street).
None but you did not offer that choice
We have front attached garages. Absolutely not to everything else. These will
devalue property that is already in a slump because of all the new housing in
Cochrane!!
CHICKENS!!
Do not agree with suites unless it can be guaranteed to be properly enforced and
made accountable. Any increase in traffic, parking concerns or noise concerns
outweighs the benefit to the whole community of allowing them. Allowing them
increases the risk for everyone if they are allowed and renters not properly
screened or insured. Cochrane is still an affordable community and should not be
comparing themselves to big urban centres when considering density. As it is
houses are close enough together that adding suites in the back will only add to
the parking and noise concerns. Allowing people to add suites after the
neighbourhood has been established is unfair without consulting the people
around the property in question. To many these are our homes and we do not
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choose to live beside hotels or structures that stick out and make the community
unattractive.
Cochrane should also allow people to keep chickens for eggs- like so many other
communities! Our last town allowed them!
What we should do: motor homes and camping trailers should NOT be allowed in
residential neighborhoods at any time. Especially on driveways and backyards.
Its a real eye sore.
My neighbourhood is fully developed so some of these are not an option.
A lot of these things already exist here
Small businesses would be more appealing if the parking would not become
more congested and there were considerations regarding noise levels. It's kind of
nice to have some quietness in our residential spaces too.
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Land Use Bylaw Review Survey
Section 3: Shopping
1. Where do you shop in Cochrane?

The Quarry
Historic downtown
Fifth Avenue commercial area
A commercial development in one
of the neighbourhoods (Sunset Ridge,
Fireside, Heritage Hills)
West Side Drive
I don’t shop in Cochrane

192
140
127

47
20
12

Other?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Safeway
Looking forward to more in Fireside.
Great things in store
Calgary
Calgary
Need to shop in Calgary for clothes and many other groceries not available in
town
Would really like to see the old Canadian Tire location become a Home Depot
or similar. With all the new homes being built I believe there is a market
here.
Prices are over inflated in Cochrane. We buy in bulk and Costco or superstore
is predominantly where we purchase
Calgary because they actually have decent shops I go to.
Safeway, no frills.
Calgary
Want a grocery store on north side of the tracks.
I would shop in Fireside/Riversong if there were more eating places. I hate
Tim Hortons food.
Calgary for everything else - Costco, Chapters, mall for clothing.
Costco in NW Calgary
Also Calgary or online

If you don't shop in Cochrane, why not?
o
o
o
o

I would prefer to shop more in my neighbourhood but right now all we have
are car dealerships.
Too expensive
I do
Traffic is heavy, train crossings
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Often I shop in Calgary because that's where I work
I avoid the quarry and such concentrated shop areas.
I often travel to Costco in Beacon Hill
I shop local when I can. I do my large shopping such as groceries in
Cochrane.
Way too expensive
I shop at Superstore, Costco, Winners
Although I do try to stay in Cochrane as much as possible there are still
stores/things that I need that Cochrane does not have. Costco and a good
craft supply store in my case.
Poor traffic
No furniture or clothing stores
Costco
Lack of choice for some things
We really only shop for groceries and some hardware as there isn’t enough
shopping available for other things.
Not my style
The walkability between stores is terrible. To pack up kids in and out of the
car over and over again, is tedious. Go to Calgary to make one stop, a few
stores, lunch and back home. Not possible in the Quarry or downtown.
It’s not a one stop and shop. It’s a stop, go, stop and go again. Impossible to
get into town and home under an hour if its after 3pm coming from
Riversong. Traffic is terrible going north. Easier to shop in Calgary, can get
everything from multiple stores without moving the car.
Ever try to buy a toilet in Cochrane?
Not enough selection. Poor selection of coffee shops, and no art store.
Costco has the things I eat in bigger packages for cheaper prices.
Hard to find what I need a lot. Have to drive to Calgary.
Not competitive
For groceries I go to the city because there’s no Superstore in Cochrane
Not much I need here.
Lack of inventory in stores
Traffic, I live in Gleneagles and it can be out of the way.
A lot of stores I need and/or like are not in town i.e., variety of clothing
stores, Michaels, Costco, Superstore, organic market
We need more malls and clothing store because Marks and Walmart just
don’t cut it if you’re looking for more style etc.
Organic food availability
No interest in shopping at Walmart or Canadian Tire. Small local businesses
are lacking. Historic downtown is a nightmare to drive through especially on
the weekends. Just nothing that interests me or that I can’t get for a better
price compared to Calgary.

2. What do you like about shopping in Cochrane?
Buying local/supporting local business
Convenience/easy to get to
Ease of access and parking
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152
139
115

Restaurants
Walkability
Specialty shops
National stores/chains
Types of products/services provided
Variety
Easy to meet up with friends
Western heritage design/theme
Bikeability

92
84
65
63
60
54
56
46
40

Other:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

Parking is an issue.
Local, local, local. I try not to give my money to big chains or to nonCanadian companies. I prefer ethical businesses
Need better bike / walk paths. Heartland is isolated.
Great restaurants and I love our historic downtown.
Convenient (not having to drive to Calgary)
Customer Service
Living in Heartland, walkability and bikeability do not currently exist.
The store owners are local, kind and hard working. We try to support them as
much as possible.
I forgot to mention with regards to bikeability...there is a path from sunset
road to the lower pond that has not yet been paved. This limits our
bikeability.
Need more specialty shops, wouldn't walk anywhere in the quarry, could do
better on western theme, we start with the automobile and fit walkers in
local pet stores especially
Prefer to have more variety and less national chains. Would like more unique
shopping options.
Bikeability - not adequate
Saturday Farmers' Market

3. What do you dislike about shopping in Cochrane?
Nothing, I love shopping in Cochrane
Lack of options
Too many chain options
Shopping areas are too far from my home
Inconvenient
Too many small local options

77
71
41
38
27
7

Other:
o
o

I would like to see another children's clothing shop.
Not enough parking.
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Would love to bike to get groceries but the hill makes that impossible for me. So,
if there was a store close to me I could bike to it, and I would love that!!
Not enough good variety of shops. Would love a proper music store and art
store, and a better coffee shop option that does GF food more than just a couple
of snacks.
Lack of a pathway system or public transit from Sunset Ridge into downtown
Cochrane creates an accessibility issue for residents that don't drive.
A walking/biking path from Fireside would be ideal!!
Too expensive
I feel divided. I know people want big store, big chain options but I very much
dislike companies like Walmart with their low pay, profit motive and wealthy
owners. I don’t shop at places like that but they undermine local small
businesses. It’s all about money.
Limited accessibility for disabled
We need Costco and superstore for full availability.
All the same stores as everywhere else.
Restaurant chains are killing small restaurants it seems
Parking and traffic can be a huge pain
Would like to see more chain clothing stores for kids.
Can’t shop for clothes in town because of limited selection
Costs can be higher in Cochrane than Calgary.
All stores should have western heritage design
The hours for many local shops are more conducive for a stay at home parent,
retired individuals or people who work within Cochrane, not those of us who
commute to the city and work full time.
Would be nice to have a home depot or like store. Too many chain restaurants
taking over our town!
Parking sucks
Parking downtown is becoming an issue and we desperately need a book store!
Great restaurant and grocery selection. Clothing stores are limited though.
Could do with a few better-quality restaurants
Just wish Sunset pathways were connected to town.
Stores are so scattered and biking from Riversong is terrifying with small kids in
tow and navigating through town. Would love to see some cafe/restaurants open
up along the Bow river with the Greystone (name?) development planned
between spray lakes and Riverview (name?). Would be nice to go for a walk,
grab coffee or lunch, enjoy the river views and head home. No car, no traffic,
just Cochranes natural beauty.
For the most part, you can get just about everything you need when you need it.
With the close proximity to the city, it's not a big deal to go in to a mall for
clothing or a larger building supplier for various harder to find items.
You pay a little more here.
Our local stores are over priced.
I'd say I can buy 80% of the things I need in town. The rest I don't mind driving
for. I don't want to live in a city!!!
Would like grocery store in our area. Need to go to Calgary for our Frigidaire
filters (air/water)
Parking availability in historic downtown is decreasing as more people are
moving into town. More parking lots needed. Also, there is no book shop :(
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Some specialty items I need to order online or go into the city for but it’s not a
large worry for me. Lack of parking
No good restaurants really.
The local businesses are high priced, and the large chains are hard to keep
stocked.
Could do with more stores
Local retailers are only open during normal business hours-which is fine, but if
you work during the day, and the shoe store (or wherever) is closed at 5/6, then
I just buy my stuff in Calgary.
Costco or lumber yard
Lack of options at times but not always.
Dislike big box, would (and do) rather support local or at least Canadian options.
I was forced to choose an option above when none of them apply. My only
problem with shopping in Cochrane is having to plan a route that does not
involve making left turns onto or off of 5th Avenue. Why isn't there more
connectivity between shopping centres?
Too many real estate, tattoo, hair salons in the historic main street.
No furniture stores except specialized expensive ones.
I think the spray lakes/ pool expansion project was poorly executed and an
irresponsible use of public funds.
Can’t walk from Heritage Hills, cycling is too dangerous on the highway... more
paths please! and Transit now! For our seniors and youth, one car families who
need to shop and get to services and doctors every day
Shopping options have improved vastly in our last 20 years here however there
is still some items requiring a trip to Calgary (i.e. little in the way of men’s
clothing)
Limited parking in Historic Downtown

4. Can you purchase everything you need in Cochrane?
Yes
No
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Land Use Bylaw Review Survey
Section 4: Looking Ahead
1. Cochrane’s population is growing at 6 to 8% per year. What type of
housing would you prefer to see here:
Primarily low-density (single-family,
semi-detached and duplex)
Primarily medium-density (townhomes, four-plexes)
Primarily high-density (apartments)
Primarily a balanced mix of single-family dwellings,
semi-detached,townhomes, multi-unit dwellings,
apartment, and mixed-use (building
with residential and commercial units)

117
6
2

87

Other:
o

o
o
o
o
o

o

o
o

o
o
o
o
o

Single family homes with bigger yards. Current sizes are ridiculously tiny...
they don’t need to be massive, but high density single family homes with
narrow streets is a safety concern and limited space to play, relax, grow your
own food, etc.
Low income housing for seniors and others
No estate homes. They can already buy in rocky view county.
Larger lot size
Build some roads
I would like density to remain low and that there remained lots of opportunity
for single family homes where young families can have enough of a lot to
play, grow gardens and have privacy. Where multi-unit dwellings are
necessary they should be near shopping, walkable. More options for
Cochrane’s aging population?
I am fine with a mix of housing options so there is something for everyone.
Stop building until you finally catch up with infrastructure!!!!! Especially
roads!
I just wanted to say I also like the primarily medium-density (townhomes,
four-plexes)
A mix of options integrated together with commercial/ light industrial should
be the focus. Focusing on one option (e.g. estate homes) does not create an
inclusive, welcoming community.
Houses like that in Gleneagles where every house backs on to greenery
Single family homes. Why do you have to select an option. That's not going
to be an accurate portrayal!
I'd also like to see more larger estate homes/properties being built
Probably dreaming in technicolor but would rather leave the high density low
income problems / services required to Calgary.
More backyard space with more of a view
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Larger lots that will accommodate bungalow/single storey designs
Honestly, whatever meets people’s needs. House options are great, it’s the
quality of he neighbourhoods that need to change. Municipal reserve needs to
increase from 10% to 20% If density targets are 8-10 per acre. A lot of
people that have nowhere to go, and nothing to do...isolation, depression,
anxiety and loneliness.
We are getting over run with high density homes. And more estate lot
locations
Smaller single family detached homes (under 900 sq ft) with the option of
large garages.
Just drive around all of the new sub/divisions and see all of the houses for
sale. The town is way overbuilt and the developers keep building. I would
support a moratorium on development until all of the infrastructure problems
are eliminated. No estate lots
Senior living as well
Bungalows
Kids need room to be outside. Every neighbourhood should have fields to play
soccer/baseball. Why does Riversong not have any fields???More singlefamily vs duplex
More low income housing and subsidised housing.
More commercial residential around the core of historic downtown.
Mixed dwellings but ensure single family dwellings are truly an option. Not
single homes all crammed together, that are basically town-homes.
Build row houses with main floor bathroom and bedroom so one can
downsize.
Apartments - no condo fees! Low income housing.
Please slow this growth - infrastructure is already far behind.
Something a senior on a fixed pension could afford.
I would like to see partnership with Rockyview county to develop areas East
of Gleneagles with a combination of commercial/ residential development and
some unique options for smaller acreages/ bespoke estate homes on larger
lots down the hill, with privacy and a rural feel. I feel there are too many
cookie-cutter developments catering to people looking to save money by
moving outside Calgary.
Clearly we have enough single family homes- just looking on the number of
homes for sale in Sunset
Single low-density homes with larger functionable yards. Add some medium
and high density, but not primarily. Some of the new areas are far too dense,
this is what I call urban sprawl. This is not New York or London, Eng.
Infrastructure and transit to support the growth
Green housing (emissions reduced/free, solar panels, wastewater recycling
options to reduce water use), smaller homes, more spacing between homes,
better use of downtown space i.e. higher density housing,
Again citing Greystone as an example, citizens' concerns don't carry a lot of
weight. So although I would favor a mixture, that option is usually
interpreted by the developer as maximizing density and compromising
livability in new neighborhoods.
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The bridge, lobbying for twinning 22. Sustainability and zero waste.
Roadways
Congestion
I don’t believe Cochrane has an Environment strategy. If there is one it should
be publicized more. If there isn’t one, one should be created. Having all this
growth without a coordinated plan for managing the local environment could
create issues in the future. For example, does the town have a stormwater
monitoring plan, capital rehabilitation program for stormwater infrastructure
outside of sewers, a community outreach program for using native plants,
outreach on how to better recycle our goods, etc? Some of these might be a
reality for the town but then more outreach to residents and businesses is
needed to inform us of these items.
Infrastructure, sustainability, hen pilot project 😉
Traffic issues, not growing too fast until that's fixed
Roads
Infrastructure, roads, the new bridge.
Stop building new communities, traffic problem must be solved first
Better traffic controls, upgraded intersections at 1a and 22, tunnel or bridges at
railway crossings, more parks
Affordable/low income housing and affordable/low income rentals
Balanced growth
Controlling development.
Slowing growth with lower density communities and fixing roads to
accommodate the growth.
Stabilize, make sure we're making the right long-term decisions, even if they're
unpopular in the short term
We are unique - don’t ever get away from our heritage feel
I would like to see Cochrane's priority to maintain what makes it Cochrane.
Small town feeling, historical downtown, great for families.
Limit growth, realistic spending. Traffic support for current housing
Better roads, bigger lots for housing, bringing in more stores i.e., Lowe’s, Best
Buy, etc.
Traffic
Twinning Highway 22 into Cochrane from the South and over the river
Traffic and transportation infrastructure.
Fixing traffic backlogs
Neighbourhood design is crucial. Increase density of downtown core, better for
walkability, people without transportation, etc. No need for condos in
neighbourhoods surrounding Cochrane. People move here for quiet, bigger
property, safe roads and neighbourhoods for their kids.
Development & community spaces balance
To start listening to what the residents of Cochrane want and not what the
developers want!
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Becoming a city to gain more power on certain things, like policing and roads
Slowing growth, traffic
Don't let more people in before building bridge and getting 1A/22 upgraded.
Infrastructure to deal with current and projected traffic
Solution to traffic
Roads. Even the residential roads that are in the new developments are far too
narrow, restricting two- way traffic when there are cars parked.
Improving major intersections
Traffic so we grow and attract new businesses
Reduce building permits , upgrade roads , town access.
Better roads
Roads/traffic
Slow down the development. The roads can’t handle the amount of people we
have today.
Infrastructure, bridge, finding better solutions to move traffic
Traffic issues, the roadways were not designed in advance to accommodate the
growth that has happened and is forecast. Summer weekends we have been
unable to get out of Heartland in a reasonable amount of time when there is high
traffic volume on 1A.
Improving traffic flow and slow population growth!!!!
Infrastructure around major transportation route
Roads supporting the numbers
Get traffic issues under control
Traffic. mountain bike trails
The new bridge access and crime
Traffic on hwy 22, widening the hwy22 bridge in town and the entire stretch of
hwy 22 that runs through town, slowing population growth until traffic issues are
fixed
Roads
Traffic flow, bridge between Riversong and downtown
More traffic control.
Fixing traffic issues
There is a lack of job opportunities for both our youth and professionals. Keeping
downtown historic is fine but allowing other commercial districts will help bring
new business. The move forward with the bridge is a necessity. And the increase
in crime as been noticeable.
Not have the community pick up the tab for over budget projects
Not sure if it's top priority but 24 hr urgent care and more police... I know we
have a lot but the distance they cover is so large the town can be without
protective services. So maybe town of Cochrane police that Saturday in town?
Fix the multiple traffic issues!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Traffic flow is a huge issue
Highway 1a and 22 intersection...... Just get it done please....
Roads and the promised bridge in Riversong.
Address traffic congestion and Hwy 22 and 1A
Upgrading infrastructure to meet current size and future growth.
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Improved infrastructure to support existing development and to allow growth
Traffic and noise
Slow growth and fix traffic
Getting the roads done before adding more housing. More green spaces, and
pathways to connect all communities.
Traffic
Traffic woes!
Infrastructure to support development. Bridges, walking and bike paths
Build the roads and infrastructure for the current population until we are ahead
of the curve, not trying to play catch up for another decade. Then be open to
further large scale housing expansions.
Traffic
Traffic problems, on street parking in subdivisions. Our new subdivisions will look
like slum areas in a few years due to density.
24 hr service at our medical facility
Cochranes top priority for moving forward is parking,
Fresh town look on core downtown along highway 1A
Slow residential development, increase business and technology so people can
work from home or in Cochrane
Improving quality of life in neighbourhoods. Neighbourhood
associations/promotions.
Better signage.
Traffic resolution
Traffic
Road infrastructure projects getting accomplished. i.e. not just talked about and
promised, but physically constructed and completed.
Decrease growth until you can get the govt to help widen the 22 and hwy1a
Transportation and traffic
Limit the amount of homes that are permitted to be built. Houses in the new
communities are too tightly built and it cause a lot of congestion!
Affordable housing for the people that already live here
Creating a full range of housing types and costs so everyone who wants to live in
Cochrane is able to do so.
Transportation and roads
Roads and infrastructure
Improving the current infrastructure (roads and traffic management) before
more residential + commercial development.
Traffic
HIWAY IMPROVEMENTS, Highway 22 south to #, the hill into town from the
east, 22 & 1A disaster intersection....
Roads and traffic
Roads
Improved high traffic road systems and new bridge that was to be built 10 years
ago and we would not be in this predicament.
Highway and Riversong Bridge
Traffic Control.
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1A/22 intersection/interchange
To set itself apart as a truly sustainable place to live. This means establishing
ways to get around other than personal vehicle, preserving natural spaces,
encouraging small business and ways for citizens to work where they live,
encouraging creative, diverse developments, etc.
I think developing a pedestrian friendly atmosphere, not auto centric as we are
today.
Catching up AND getting ahead on infrastructure. We are tired of not having any
(legal) paths to downtown either along the river or the highway. The ranch
house park should be a 10 minute walk but instead it's a 5 minute drive.
Infrastructure, slow down growth
Improving roads and traffic flow.
Not to grow so fast that our existing infrastructure cannot keep up.
Roads and new road infrastructure
Fix traffic nightmares
Roads
Traffic
Infrastructure
Master planning and connectivity
Accessibility for all residents (pedestrian rail crossing) as well as the hwy 1a & 22
intersection
Getting transit to Calgary to get cars off the road and getting the bridge built
Connecting the outside areas with the town, like fireside. More walking paths.
Making sure pedestrian walkways are well lit
Connecting the outside areas with the town, like fireside. More walking paths.
Making sure pedestrian walkways are well lit
Connection, accessibility, roads
Infrastructure
Catching up with infrastructure!!!!
Cochrane should ensure there are amenities to suit the growth, primarily those
that address traffic concerns. Having stores and such in new areas, like
Riversong, that alleviate the need to go into town would be a great first step.
Ideally the new bridge and better road ways would be happening quicker.
Road improvements, highway intersections, and community access roads. A road
from Highway 1A (east of Cochrane) DIRECTLY to Highway 22 (north of
Cochrane), bypassing the hill in to town.
Traffic flow. Maybe move the tracks to skirt around the town. More disabled
parking spots.
Another vehicle access route for communities located south of the river.
Catching up infrastructure to meet current populations
Infrastructure to maintain ease into growth
Infrastructure.
Change the municipal sustainability plan, developers guidelines to building better
communities that will sustain into the future.
Environment - water, soil
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Very little mention or discussion of ways to reduce our carbon footprint. Where
are the incentives for more efficient innovative housing? Where are plans for
public transit within Cochrane and to Calgary?
Sustainability
Infrastructure
More stores
Increased business
Livability
Become a city and fix the boondoggles from the last CAO. Commercial land for
developers is nonexistent.
Infrastructure! Supporting the growth with roads and safe crossings.
Infrastructure i.e. roads, bridges, access to new developments, traffic control &
flow.
More routes in and out of town
Transit. Building roads that connect the communities. Expanding the library
Bus transport
Improve the roads and get another bridge built. Need another exit from the 22
north of Sunset. It’s crazy for ALL the traffic to have to go through the 22/hwy 1
lights (plus the heritage traffic!!!)
Improve flow of traffic via one-way roads and more traffic circles. Transit
system to Tuscany station. Beautify 1A from Highway 22 to Centre Ave including buildings in view.
Infrastructure, services, and amenities keeping pace with the growth of
Cochrane.
Stopping residential development and fixing the infrastructure problem. We
need more commercial development. A residential tax base will NOT support the
Town as we are currently seeing. The Spray Lakes Sports Centre addition is a
white elephant and was not properly planned nor could the Town afford it.
Spending money they don't have should not be allowed.
Infrastructure to support the growing community (roads, access to medical care,
support from first responders)
Public TRANSIT! Please!
Preserve access, i.e., ease of moving around. Preserve green spaces and
continue to support and provide active living opportunities, trails, parks, bike
trails, playgrounds.
Transportation. Bus connections to Calgary. Improved subdivision access.
Secondary road access to subdivisions
Roads, accessibility, and infrastructure and to NOT change natural areas just to
build housing or stores etc., too many dangerous slopes embankments to be
built on such as in Riversong behind ridge view close where there is an acreage
and then a steep embankment; also not to put houses so close together and
back to back - maintain the natural attractiveness and build with the land not
destroy and then build it up with retaining walls etc.; also incorporate more
natural pathways behind and between communities so you are not staring into
your neighbors yard/home
Improve infrastructure and cap population
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Community programs, traffic infrastructure, green space
Roads to fix traffic, and retaining green space
Roads and infrastructure
A mini bus system for transportation throughout all of our neighborhoods &
downtown (based on a feasibility study, to see if required & will be used!
Public transit and making everything accessible for those without vehicles
Transit, connection to Calgary c-train, cycle path along hwy 1a and 22.
Horsecreek Rd pedestrian rail crossing.
Transit options.
Rapid transit
Establishing a cohesive community with local (primarily tech sector) jobs. Close
second would be public transportation both within Cochrane and between here &
Calgary. Why can’t we have a train from downtown Cochrane to downtown
Calgary????
Fill in the gaps between subdivisions and the main part of town so that they are
not so disconnected. Build paths. Add more homes.
Stop new developments so housing prices can go up. Public transit; crime
prevention, fixing traffic congestion.
Stop developing. Are there more houses being put in South of the river, east of
spray lakes???? That is terrible. It makes me want to move
We do need a mix of homes to ensure that all people can live here. We need to
ensure that placement of townhomes are not all in front of schools or close to.
More affordable housing options and transit.
Slow down mass housing- it is very ugly and changes our landscape
permanently.
Quit building high density housing and improve the roads.
Make sure that all persons have some type of affordable housing available.
Slow down residential growth NOW
Seniors housing to keep our residents
Encouraging/incentivizing larger detached R1 lots, smaller housing footprints
currently and more on sight parking residential parking.
Try to keep the small town feel while allowing population increase. The way the
new communities are set up is good because they are slightly removed from the
town centre so it doesn’t seem like Cochrane is as big as it is.
Slowing growth to keep the small-town feel.
Keeping small town feel. Public services getting better for places we already
have before growing too big
Keep in mind quality of life, as it now is great. 100's of thousands more people is
not better.
Give people more space. Way too many condos and small roads. Big fire hazard
Work on building the structure the town needs to support the current Amount of
growth before building more!
Stop the intense development
Slow development, build infrastructure, more bike/walking access, less cars.
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Small town/western heritage feel (do not succumb to the wishful visionaries who
move here because of the small-town feel, then try to change it to be more like
a city they moved from).
Well designed neighbourhoods, that balance small town feel and growth.
More off leash
Green space, playgrounds, sports facilities(indoor/outdoor), starting and
completing infrastructure projects
Focus on municipal areas of jurisdiction. Keep it simple. Do not overspend on
projects that are not in towns authority
Make developers accountable and build necessary infrastructure before shovels
in ground.
Supporting local Business / Restaurants, Traffic issues
Highway
Not getting too big
Road infrastructure top priority with highway 22 and 1A already overwhelmed
with traffic. Cannot keep building more housing without making sure the roads
can handle the traffic. Public safety with regards to building codes and density
planning. Public transit is a dream but is it realistic as so many commute to
Calgary and need cars so would it ever be realistic from a cost perspective.
Maintain natural beauty of the foothills region, make environmentally friendly
decisions that support the importance of the wildlife travel corridor, to build
quality developments that will look beautiful as they age. It integrates housing
with natural areas and places for people to enjoy outside parks paths, forested
areas and to handle increasing traffic
Make a by-law that prohibits RV's, trailers and motor homes in residential areas.
Some of them are so large, its an eye sore for all the neighbours living nearby.
Due to the reduction of private yards to no yards at all, the town should be
demanding a much higher percentage of usable greenspace within
developments. Private yards are no longer large enough for children to play, or
for pets to exercise, making need for more public spaces throughout
neighbourhoods to allow residents space for healthy living.
Managed growth
Better connecting communities & downtown with pathways. promote green
infrastructure (bike lanes, transit, etc.)
Fix the highways and infrastructure first....get the transit in here now
Road infrastructure to help the flow of traffic in high volume areas (hwy 1A and
22)
Infrastructure / highways & traffic control
Finding balance (easier said than done!) with economic, societal and
environmental factors.
Stop developing the land and that around it.
Addressing the sprawl of the town and the traffic problems that are caused by it
Maintaining our existing small-town atmosphere and not becoming a miniCalgary. If density and traffic issues don't get addressed, people might as well
live in Calgary for greater convenience.
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Manage population growth, highway intersection, walking overpass over Hwy 1
to Glenbow School

3. What should Cochrane look like in 20+ years?
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Retain small town feel
Maintain historic charm, but with better roads.
Well actually much the same. Do not remove existing green spaces. Okay the
use of alternative transportation, such as golf carts etc. Try to work with the
industrial area to make it much cleaner and not so messy and not taken care of.
A vibrant place where people are out of their vehicles engaging with one another
at numerous public spaces and independent businesses. Everyone has access to
natural space and the opportunity to find meaningful work within town.
Connected and built out according to plan. Lots of amenities, highways
upgraded. municipal roads also connecting the town.
Still a small town, but with larger businesses.
It shouldn’t grow any more residentially because it’s losing its small-town appeal
and attracting more undesirables. We need to get back the community feel and
spirit it used to have.
Hopefully still a small town feel with better access to different residential areas.
More stores in the outlying neighbourhoods
An inviting small city, that keeps its identity and culture rooted in small town
charm and sense of community.
Eco friendly, lots of parks, a little more built up, but not drastically different
We should have a better focus on land use - gardening, fruit trees, solar power,
grey water usage, urban hens, bees, etc.
Not Airdrie. Not Okotoks. New developments should be lower density to merge
into countryside. Proper greenspace/park areas. Designed and designated dog
parks as mandatory part of any new development.
Small town charm- not sure how that can be accomplished now with the urban
sprawl created with subdivision homes with too dense of lots.
Still comfortable and small town-like. No more sprawling communities.
I think that the town should look at supporting developers that have a variety of
storm ponds (i.e. dry and wet).
Well mixed-use town. Pathway connections and twinned provincial highways
Dynamic, mixed use. Public transit available.
Similar to today - just modernized a bit. The charm of Cochrane is the smalltown feeling.
The quintessential small town with small city abilities. We truly need to get the
hwy 22 and 1a traffic situation resolved.
Nature, communities, walk ability
More trees fewer cars.
Mountain bike trails
City of 50000 + with interchanges and a twinned highway 2, a full-blown hospital
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Abundant walking/biking paths, green space access for all within a 5-minute
walk of your home, traffic flowing easily via well designed road systems and
transit. Mixed use residential areas with easy access to necessities, such as a
small grocery store with fresh produce. Emulate a European neighbourhood,
where you shop for your dinner on a daily basis, on your easy commute home.
Cochrane needs to maintain it's small town feel. Limit the height of commercial
building.
Maintaining its small-town charm, better access roads designed to support
current population
Same western small-town feel, no more large housing developments
Same small town feel but roads that allow us to live here
Small town still. Not a city
The same as it does now, just a larger scale. I feel there should be a limit placed
on the size of the town, otherwise the town will lose its charm.
Same as we have right now a community growing and a tight knit community
The same as it does now. Please stop developing.
Still be small enough to feel and act like a small town. The reason we picked to
live in Cochrane was its small-town atmosphere and it was close enough to
Calgary to make a trip in to get needed things.
Not like Calgary or any other large urban dwelling
Small town
We need to be careful of growth. I would not be happy if Cochrane turned into
Airdire. We have a unique community in Cochrane with a rich western heritage
nestled in the foothills between Calgary and the mountains. I would like to see it
grown but maintaining the uniqueness Cochrane is famous for.
I know it will be bigger, I just would hope that there would be careful planning
and preparation done for that growth instead of only look a few years a head.
Built up core
Not a suburb of Calgary. Keep character, small-town feel, and connection to our
western roots. A friend always says she’s coming to the farm when she comes to
visit from Calgary. We live in Riversong, in a single detached home. The views,
the peacefulness and the friendliness of our neighbours is what is so special
about Cochrane.
Medium development that keeps the small-town feeling
Bigger with the small-town feel still
The damage has been done to this quaint place. Don’t even wanna imagine what
it will looks like in 20+ years.
A small but bustling town able to handle traffic and sustainability of parks,
creeks, rec areas.
The same
More pedestrian and bike friendly. Bridge connection over river, car pedestrian
Better roads - 22 twined, overpasses
Hopefully well planned and more access to all the areas within Cochrane.
Western heritage town that is walkable and bike-able with access to the core
historic downtown from all suburban areas.
Same as today
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Like it does now
A connected suburb of Calgary with LRT to downtown
Keeping with the slightly removed communities - pathways leading to town
would be great. I’m not a fan of biking on the highway. Even if it’s beside the
highway that would work.
Like today but with better roads and maybe a train track not halting the town
what feels like every 3 hours.
Not hi-density houses and big box stores
Big!
A decent intersection or round-a-bout at 1a & 22
Very similar to what it does now. Complete the existing planned developments
and stop there.
Hopefully not too different from today, lots of green space, small town feel, quiet
streets where kids can play street hockey
Like it does now with all the industrial areas cleaned up. New communities
thoughtfully planned out with pathways and access to downtown as well as
greens spaces and a good flow of traffic in and out.
A larger version on where we have come from - do not sacrifice money for who
we are.
The same as now
Stop developing and ruining all the scenery and green space
Parks, green space
About the same
Hopefully the same
Bigger
Not much bigger
Finish what development is started before making new spread out areas.
Not much bigger than it is today! Grow up, not out.
More park spaces- you can never get park space back.... but you can give back
to development in the future if needed. More paths and ability to bike/walk etc.
to all parts of Cochrane with ease.
Not an extension of Calgary. Better roads with a few more chain options. More
parks/playgrounds.
Somehow similar to what it's now
It should look like it does now but with transit options.
More walkable neighbourhoods. Space for children to play sports in their own
neighbourhoods. Transit with ability to connect communities.
There will be easy access from the North of the town to the South. There will be
more road twinning. The town will have nice architecture, and be a place that
people want to live and visit.
No more expansion. Build some roads
4 lane highway 22 and 1a. Another crossing in town over tracks. More lowdensity housing options on wider lots.
Vibrant historic downtown core, connectivity for outlying communities to all of
Cochrane
No bigger
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Hopefully still small enough where infrastructure has caught up
No further development than the current neighbourhoods under development
Cochrane will be twice the size in 20 years but the infrastructure projects (1a
twinning, 22 interchange and new bridge) are moving at a snails pace. This
unbalanced development will cause expediential growing pains. Commercial
growth to increase tax base should be a priority to raise money for these
required infrastructure projects
Empty lots downtown filled. Population of 30,000. Everyone able to afford a
place to live. Connected by small-bus transit
Hopefully a thriving community of 30000 people
Not much bigger than current. More parks, and splash parks and outdoor activity
locations, more restaurants and stores to support the local traffic!
Sustainable community with commuter transit links to Calgary and a lot of
unique options for residents and tourists in restaurants, entertainment,
shopping, nightlife, and a particular focus on developing better communities in a
different way than other small cities
Fully self sustainable community with ability for residents to live, work play
without going to the city.
Build self-sufficient neighbourhoods with business and services. People with still
shop for specialized goods downtown, but neighbourhoods need services. It will
reduce traffic
Community, friendly, safe, clean, less or no foreign big box stores.
A great place to live where you can walk or bike to get your groceries or
everyday items. That has diverse people in each community with kids being able
to play and have fun in their communities. And even activities for elderly people
Please allow diversity in building, not cookie cutter developments. I know it is
partially “fashion” of the day but coming down the hill is depressing to see. Can
we allow room for growing trees, wider streets, good sidewalks and even bike
lanes? I know, it’s all money
A connected community with amenities scattered through communities
A community with options for all living here. Many programs and activities
appear to be geared to people living at home. I need to leave work 30 mins
early, twice a week to bring my child to swim lessons. More parks that are
inclusive to all abilities. Greater pathway system and interconnectedness.
It would be nice if we were no longer a bedroom community to Calgary, diversity
of industrial, commercial, residential, opportunities.
It will likely be a much bigger community hopefully with a strong local business
sector, with a select mix of chain businesses, public transit system, new
communities should have a mixture of residential uses. Recruiting a private
school would be very beneficial.
More like the east end, Glenbow, Riverview and West Terrace except with a large
well planned industrial park on the edge of town and more box store commercial
shopping sites. Less like Fireside (especially), Sunset, Riversong and what is
proposed in Greystone.
A well-developed town with adequate commercial areas, modern housing,
schools and recreation facilities.
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More variety of stores and homes
Better blend of industrial, commercial and residential.
Attracting IT companies so people can have more opportunities finding work in
town instead of commuting to Calgary
Work to provide more employment so that commuting to Calgary for work is less
necessary
Should have a Superstore, Best Buy and improved road layouts
I would like to see a mall and a Costco closer, with lots of parking, between
Riversong and Highway 1. It would be nice to have paved parking in the parking
lot near the current bridge. A restaurant would be nice overlooking the Bow
River.
More non-chain shops
Like Okotoks. More stores - probably a Costco.
Hard to say! Commercial/business interests will prevail, so "should" implies too
much of a pipe dream!
More western venues to attract people. Clean and easy to move around.
Don't know and probably won't be around to see. I certainly doubt anyone
running the show will really care about my situation, or opinion by then.
Langley BC! Or small communities outside metropolis cities
Family friendly alternative to Calgary
A well-planned community
A Calgary bedroom community!
More balanced
Definitely won’t be here then.
A balanced city in its own right, without a socialized Internet service
No idea
By that time it will be a suburb of Calgary
A place my children loved growing up and want to come back and raise their own
families.
I will not be here then.
It will look like a huge bedroom community of Calgary with no ambience. Our
highways will be jammed with commuters to Calgary.
A community that is accepting and inclusive for everyone regardless of income.
Better organized!
Cochrane should not try and model itself like Calgary, it is not Calgary and
people move from Calgary to come to Cochrane. The bike lanes for instance are
rarely used, I don't even know if I have seen anyone in them ever. Perhaps
foresight will provide fruitful and they will be used eventually. I also don't believe
there is as high of a demand for condos and "mixed living" in Cochrane as is
being forced. I would like to see lower density neighbourhoods where the family
home and lifestyle are embraced rather than encroached on. We are getting
sardined into the limited options we have. A lot of the beautiful natural landscape
we have is getting removed for more homes and more condos and I fear we will
just look like a suburb of Calgary eventually.
Hopefully grown at a rate that infrastructure can keep up with.
Canmore
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Personally, I would like to see it not grow much larger, but need to attract more
businesses other than service and retail. More jobs to keep people working here
rather than just sleeping here.
Sustainable city with minimal carbon foot print
A well developed, balanced city with a connecting path system for the entire city,
full fledged transit, shopping and services in every community...enough great
stores to sustain Cochrane and prevent us from going to Calgary.....give us a big
mall with lots of great shopping
Maintain a community feel - not become over populated
Green spaces and energy conscious housing/schools/commercial spaces,
pathways that connect outer suburban housing (so no highway travel needed),
protected/enhanced river valley,
A small town, close knit community.
Transit options
See previous answer... more energy should be put into parklands. As an
example, it is understood that the Rocky View land adjacent to River Avenue will
soon become a high density residential area, and the only such one along the
river pathway. What a shame.

4. Anything else you would like to mention?
o
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o
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I think Cochrane is doing a great job! Love the snow removal this year!! And
please keep building communities that has a place for everyone.
The creation of more environmental reserves to protect the connection the town
has with the land would be great. In all of the other communities that I have
lived in, I have never seen a community use and have pride in their parks and
green space like Cochranites have.
It is very disappointing how the town lacks a nice welcome appeal when driving
in from any direction- mainly on the 1A westbound- tattoo shop, mobile home,
computer repair shop with garbage and debris. Really something that should be
addressed.
Thanks for the opportunity.
It is not necessarily a bad thing that people can't get everything they need in
Cochrane. We don't want to see big box stores here.
The way it’s done right now will not keep the small town feeling and not it’s
western heritage.
It’s all about making money
We need more dog parks
Transportation options need to increase
Thanks for asking our thoughts!
Cochrane is an amazing community. Great neighbors, great facilities such as the
Spray Lakes Center and amazing restaurants. I look forward to raising my
family here.
Would love to see a pedestrian overpass over highway 22 from fireside to river
song.
Infrastructure...cannot stress enough our roads cannot handle any more!
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We rely too heavily on developers to build adequate roads and parks in new
neighborhoods. They are insufficient, especially for our rate of growth. We need
another grocery store in Cochrane - preferably a bigger Walmart or Superstore
where more variety of groceries are available (so we don't have to go to multiple
places) and have clothes available as well (Walmart is always sold out). We have
too many dentist etc. buildings being made; we need a few more chain stores
that provide affordable options. I rely heavily on Amazon to get the products I
need, but would much rather support Cochrane businesses. I heard that they are
redoing the Red Park near the skating rink to be more special needs friendly.
That park is fantastic already, but there are many other playgrounds in town in
need of an upgrade.
Unless Cochrane grows appropriately, it will become a low value area, similar to
Bowness before it became popular again.
As I alluded to before - beware of marijuana and its potential issues - in public
areas, neighbourhoods, apartments etc. - the potential for abuses of use to
destroy public outings is huge. This product can contain approximately 200
carcinogens and can be used as a vehicle for other drugs - second hand smoke is
dangerous
CP Rail ticketing people for crossing the tracks at Horse Creek Road really took
away my enjoyment of living in this neighbourhood. The sooner I can cross
without risk of being ticketed the better. The view of the river from the Glen
Boles Trail in the west end is good for my soul, I miss it. This should never been
allowed to be an issue.
Thank you for caring about what the Cochrane residents need!
Cochrane could consider the gondola system as an alternative for public
transportation
Heartland and heritage hills need access to the pathways that we pay taxes for.
The pedestrian rail crossing needs to be top priority
Too much residential construction
Mountain bike trails
Town staff in the WHC need to start listening...
Please encourage a book store to open here!
We don’t need anymore dealerships :)
I'm pleased with the downtown development. Having lived here 20+ years, I
always thought Cochrane should have a proper downtown. It's a nice mix of
business and residential. I like the walking accessibility from business to
business. Also, walking/biking paths are great.
Keep the rodeo grounds where they are
Again fix the traffic issues- town is growing at a great rate- as you noted in this
survey - but nothing noticeable being done about this issue that effects quality of
life.
Thank you for this survey.
Highway 1a & 22 intersection..... that's all.....
We need to embrace being a satellite community that satisfies family needs of
having great schools and the availability to walk or bike to necessities.
Do not support transit to the LRT.
Would prefer only 1 to 3 new communities being developed at a time until
finished with roads and infrastructure.
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Cochrane needs to focus on bringing new industry and commercial investment.
Residential taxes will never be enough to sustain this rate of growth. A new
commercial/industrial zoned development would be a first step.
No more residential development in the downtown area. Focus on developing a
walkable, open town site.
Do not give up Environmental Reserve to Off-Leash use. There still needs to be
some refuge for the wildlife that needs to move through this area.
Great survey. Stop developing laned homes. They jeopardize the safety of our
neighbourhoods. Protect our natural landscape, and green spaces. Once they’re
gone, developers are not going to replace.
Please please please keep the naturalness of Cochrane and stop building over so
much of it and losing that appeal about Cochrane
Cochrane should follow some of the Town of Canmore finance plan- i.e.:
privately operated speed traps bring in millions of dollars every year to support
town initiatives
Our hockey program is way over priced (highest in Alberta) and really hard to
get into.
The off-leash dog issue is serious and needs to be addressed. If you add dog
parks do NOT put them near houses. Environmental reserve needs to be
respected for safe animal travel... And in the case of sunset view, I think people
will stop walking along fence line if you have path as laid out in development
plans. If not, some other deterrent is required there.
The new bridge is a waste of money, the bridge on #22 should have been
twinned. Fire trucks & ambulances cannot get to new subdivisions during busy
times.
I love "Man of Vision". Our logo and saying How the West is Now.
I’d Like to see the Western Heritage theme remain strong in downtown
I think our number one priority needs to be catching up on infrastructure. We
should not be impeding developers once a development has started. People are
buying with the understanding that their community will be built within a
reasonable timeframe.
We do not need to waste time on transit, or anything other ideas we may get
from other cities, until we catch up and get ahead on this infrastructure. That is
the number one complaint in this town, and no one really cares half as much
about anything else.
Solve the train/traffic issue sooner than later with grade crossings and lane
widening. Every town eventually has this same issue as it grows and it seems
like our planning department is completely caught off guard by something
entirely predictable.
Medical facilities
We DO NOT NEED OUR OWN TRANSIT SYSTEM and it would just be another
white elephant we can not afford.
Horsecreek Rd crossing. Previously the Heartland developer was responsible for
a railway pedestrian crossing. Don’t allow any more building there until they
build a crossing or contribute to one
I really want to move back, dangit!
Why is Cochrane building so many massive homes/buildings for the elderly? Do
we not have enough already?
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Consider population cap. Promote and support small / family businesses,
potentially lower taxes over national/international chains
Zoning needs to be more strict
Cochrane needs to focus less of bringing in more people and work on keeping
those here happy. Less suites, less rules on garages, less building homes. More
business and accessible outdoor play!
Roadways planned ahead of areas being developed.
Did I say roads??
Town currently has a great path system that could easily interlink to the core
Even though highway 1A is the province's responsibility, the town should move
forward with a traffic circle at 1A and Centre Ave and 4th Ave. At the least,
there should be right turning lanes at 1A and 4th (going to and from the trischools). A traffic circle could also improve the ridiculous option they installed at
Highway 22 and Ranchehouse Road (St. Timothy/RancheHouse/Baptist Seminary
accesses). Make Centre Ave a one way going South and 5th Ave a one way
going North. Punch 4th Avenue through on the North end for secondary access
to Sunset and TWP road 272 should go all the way through to highway 22
Too many places have condo fees. That makes finding living for some very
difficult. Why not an apartment with just rent?
The building already approved deeply concerns me for our quality of life - it
takes 15 mins at certain times to drive a few blocks and biking to commercial is
not good. The rail companies seem to have no regard for blocking our roads yet we would be ticketed for same. Speed in residential areas (especially
play/school zones) must be addressed. Thanks for considering input.
Please don't ignore pickleball, and other physical options for seniors.
Much more use could be made of the downtown plaza to provide public
entertainment (expos, dancing, live music.)
Keep rodeo grounds in town center and no more tall buildings - more green
space.
Instead of just making it easier to drive around, where are plans for more
efficient modes of transportation? What about more energy-efficient building?
Encouragement for roof gardens, etc? What about more efficient water use?
Town seriously needs a 300 - to 500 - seat auditorium for theatre, concepts,
other presentations.
Sidewalk system is highly erratic. Sometimes sidewalks just disappear. It must
be tough using a wheelchair in Cochrane. Will there be a path from river pathway
to Spray Lake Family Sport Centre?
Please stop ruining the town
Bus service
If the developments proposed by Rocky View county happen, the traffic will be a
horrendous issue that will never go away
Flood mitigation
Please consider a Winners/Marshalls/Homesense. Designate the front of homes
as owner only parking. This might really clean up excess vehicles and the
problems that come with
Yes. I came to Cochrane to get away from all the big-city issues. Town politicians
have now made Cochrane NO different than a big city. If Cochrane is going to be
just like a big city then we might as well go back to one seeing as how it would
make little difference. Disgusted that this town has just turned in a “little city”.
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We came to Cochrane to get away from those issues and within 5 years it might
as well be one seeing how Cochrane has changed so much over such a short
time. Stop bringing more people into the town that you don’t have the size or
infrastructure to support!
Limit liquor stores, pet centers, dentists, and chiropractors
We need neighbourhoods that only have larger, single family homes ie. low
density. The prices of nice homes are devalued when high density homes are in
the same area.
Yes please give us a path system in Heritage Hills so we can safely walk to the
farmers market and to the downtown....a grocery store with gas pump would be
nice.....we already have a coop liquor so why not give us the whole shebang?
Thanks for asking these questions. Is there ways to follow the progress of this
work?
I am extremely frustrated by the trailer parking bylaw. What if I use my trailer
for winter camping? Why am I discriminated against because I need to face
additional cost and inconvenience because of this stupid bylaw? My trailer is
immaculate and not an eyesore...so what is the difference in allowing me to park
my trailer on my property in summer...but not winter???
Yes, it's also unfortunate that the existing land where the Lions' rodeo takes
place has not been officially designated as a central park area (High River has a
terrific central park). The Lions have done amazing work over the years and
deserve a long-term lease so that they can pursue development of their events
center with some guaranteed stability.
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Land Use Bylaw Review Survey
Section 5: Demographics
Age
12-18
19-23
24-33
34-43
44-53
54-63
64-73
74+

3
2
29
85
31
37
19
7

How long have you lived in Cochrane?
< 2 years
2-4 years
4-8 years
8-12 years
12-15 years
15-20 years
20+ years
I don’t live in Cochrane

44
37
57
22
10
13
30
0

What neighborhood do you live in?
Bow Meadows
Bow Ridge
Cochrane Heights
Downtown
East End
Fireside
Glenbow
GlenEagles
Heartland
Heritage Hills
Jumping Pound
Precedence
River Heights
Riversong
Riviera
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9
7
3
0
10
30
9
22
12
7
2
0
5
29
7

Riverview
Rivercrest
Rolling Range Estates
Sunset Ridge
The Willows
Towers Trail
West Pointe
West Terrace
West Valley
I don't live in Cochrane

14
0
1
20
8
0
4
5
6
3

Do you rent or own your home?
Rent
Own
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